Young Cambodian/American violinist Killin Ung accompanied his father
Kilong Ung, who read from his book, Golden Leaf, during the Colored
Pencils Art and Culture Night at New Columbia on February 24.
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PUBLIC NOTICE:
Home Forward
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
will meet on
Tuesday, March 20, 2012
At 6:15 pm
At the Multnomah County Building – Commission Room
501 SE Hawthorne Blvd, Portland
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TO:

COMMUNITY PARTNERS

FROM:

STEVE RUDMAN

DATE:

March 14, 2012

The Board of Commissioners of Home Forward will meet on Tuesday, March 20, 2012
at the Multnomah County Building – Commission Room 501 SE Hawthorne Blvd,
Portland at 6:15 P.M. The commission meeting is open to the public.
The meeting site is accessible, and persons with disabilities may call 503-802-8423 or
503-802-8554 (TTY) for accommodations (e.g. assisted listening devices, sign
language, and/or oral interpreter) by 12:00 pm (noon), Friday, March 16, 2012.
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AGENDA
CONSENT CALENDAR
MINUTES
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BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS MEETING
MULTNOMAH COUNTY BUILDING – BOARD ROOM
501 SE HAWTHORNE BLVD
PORTLAND, OREGON
March 20, 2012 6:15 PM

INTRODUCTION AND WELCOME
PUBLIC COMMENT
General comments not pertaining to specific resolutions. Any public comment regarding a
specific resolution will be heard when the resolution is considered.
MEETING MINUTES (Consent Calendar/Minutes TAB)
Topic
Minutes of February 21, 2012 Board of Commissioners Meeting

PUBLIC HEARING
Topic
Modifications to FY2013 Moving To
Work Plan Regarding the Public
Housing Family Self Sufficiency
Program

Presenter/POC
Betty Dominguez
Ian Slingerland

Phone #
503.802.8506
503.280.3725

CONSENT CALENDAR (Consent Calendar/Minutes TAB)
Following Resolutions:
12-03
01

Topic
Authorize the Family Self-Sufficiency
Action Plan
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Presenter/POC
Jill Riddle
Ian Slingerland

Phone #
503.802.8565
503.280.3725
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CONSENT CALENDAR (Continued)
Following Resolutions:
12-03
02

Topic
Authorization to Change Delegated
Signing Authority on Home Forward
Bank Accounts and Agreements

Presenter/POC
Todd Salvo

Phone #
503.802.8535

REPORTS / RESOLUTIONS
Following Resolutions:
12-03

Topic

Presenter/POC

Phone #

Michael Buonocore

503.802.8505

REPORT

Executive Director’s Report

03

Authorization to Submit Modifications Betty Dominguez
to FY2013 Moving To Work Plan
Regarding Public Housing Family Self
Sufficiency Program

503.802.8506

04

Authorize the Economic Equity Policy

Jerry Walker
Rebecca Gabriel

503.802.8509
503.802.8502

05

Authorize Adoption of the FY2013
Annual Budget

Todd Salvo
Kathy Kodis

503.802.8535
503.802.8583

06

Authorize Adjustment to Payment
Standards

Jill Riddle

503.802.8565

07

Authorize a Contract for the Addition
at Rosenbaum Plaza Apartments

Mike Andrews
Lewis Lyles

503.802.8507
503.802.8484

08

Authorize Executive Director to
Execute Documents for Portland
Housing Bureau’s Community
Development Block Grant Funding
for Stephens Creek Crossing

Mike Andrews

503.802.8507

ADJOURN
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EXECUTIVE SESSION
The Board of Commissioners of Home Forward may meet in Executive Session pursuant to
ORS 192.660(2). Only representatives of the news media and designated staff are allowed to
attend. News media and all other attendees are specifically directed not to disclose
information that is the subject of the session. No final decision will be made in the session.
THE NEXT MEETING OF THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
The next Board of Commissioners meeting will be Tuesday, April 17, 2012 at 6:15 PM. This
meeting will take place at the Multnomah County Building, 501 SE Hawthorne Blvd.,
Portland.
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BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS MEETING
HOME FORWARD
135 SW ASH STREET, PORTLAND, OR 97204
February 21, 2012
COMMISSIONERS PRESENT
Chair Harriet Cormack, Vice Chair David Widmark, Treasurer Jim Smith, Chair Emeritus
Lee Moore; Commissioners Gretchen Kafoury, Brian Lessler, Amie Pico and Shelli Romero
STAFF PRESENT
Steve Rudman, Anita Yap, Mike Andrews, Peter Beyer, Michael Buonocore, Betty
Dominguez, Rebecca Gabriel, Shelley Marchesi, Rosanne Marmor, Rodger Moore, Dianne
Quast, Jill Riddle, Melissa Sonsalla, Celia Strauss, Jerry Walker, Cinna’mon Williams
Chair Harriet Cormack called the meeting to order at 6:18 PM.
PUBLIC COMMENT
No attendee requested to deliver public comment.
MEETING MINUTES
Minutes of January 17, 2012
Minutes were amended for a correction on page 7. Commissioner Kafoury moved to adopt
the minutes; Vice Chair Widmark seconded the motion.
The vote was as follows:
Chair Harriet Cormack – Aye
Vice Chair David Widmark – Aye
Treasurer Jim Smith – Aye
Chair Emeritus Lee Moore – Aye
Commissioner Gretchen Kafoury – Aye
Commissioner Brian Lessler – Aye
Commissioner Amie Pico – Aye
1
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Commissioner Shelli Romero – Abstained
RESOLUTION 12-02-01
Recognize Resident Commissioner Amie Pico
Chair Cormack presented the resolution. She presented a plaque to Commissioner Pico
as appreciation for her service to Home Forward and read the resolution.
Commissioner Kafoury moved to adopt the resolution; Commissioner Romero seconded
the motion.
The vote was as follows:
Chair Harriet Cormack – Aye
Vice Chair David Widmark – Aye
Treasurer Jim Smith – Aye
Chair Emeritus Lee Moore – Aye
Commissioner Gretchen Kafoury – Aye
Commissioner Brian Lessler – Aye
Commissioner Amie Pico – Aye
Commissioner Shelli Romero – Aye
REPORT
Executive Director’s Report
Executive Director Steve Rudman addressed the Board. He said tonight’s meeting would
include the last presentation of the strategic initiatives: the Aging at Home initiative. The
report contains a lot of information, including that in less than 20 years the percentage of
older adults in Multnomah County is expected to double in size. The meeting would also
include resolutions about the Stephens Creek Crossing and Project Network, development
projects that are actively moving forward.
Rudman took a moment to recognize Commissioner Pico and how instrumental she has
been as resident commissioner and as a member of the Resident Advisory Committee.
Rudman said we are sorry to lose her, but given her family demands and thriving work
schedule we understand. We’re appreciative and hope we get to see her in the future.
Benita Legarza will be replacing Commissioner Pico as resident commissioner, and
Rudman said he is confident she will be a good fit for the Board.
Lastly, Rudman said the meeting would include a report on procurement, detailing how we
are doing with target business goals and Section 3 workforce requirements. In 2006 the
2
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Board adopted goals around these items and we believe it’s important to do everything we
can to achieve our aspirational goals for economic participation and equity.
REPORT
Aging in Place Update
Dianne Quast, Rodger Moore and Rosanne Marmor presented the report to the Board.
They were joined by Jenny Weinstein from Portland State University. Assistant Director
Moore said the population of older persons will continue to increase in Multnomah County
and nearly double in size in the next 20 years. As the largest provider of affordable
housing in the area, Home Forward needs to be prepared to meet that challenge. Staff
formed a workgroup to discuss the upcoming needs for housing this population, and
contracted with Portland State University’s Institute on Aging to collect data and issue a
report. In collecting data, they conducted eight focus groups, sent a survey to all
applicants for public housing and Section 8, and reviewed a market study by Concepts in
Community Living.
Weinstein reviewed findings from the study. Data illustrated that there is a great need for
housing for low-income adults 55 years and older. The survey indicated that applicants
were hoping to move relatively soon, often because of financial concerns. A significant
number of older adults in our community are rent burdened, and many are interested in
accessing other on-site supportive services. Housing affordability is a major concern for
the aging population.
Weinstein said the data also showed that future residents will be increasingly diverse.
Census data tells us Multnomah County has experienced a steady increase in the foreignborn population. Also the market analysis considered four different areas for great
demand and great need. Of those, North Portland had greatest need for additional units
and East County was second.
Marmor presented recommendations for the initiative, separated into short term and long
term actions. In the short term, Home Forward will consider converting one property to
housing for seniors only. We will continue to transition the Congregate Housing Services
Program (CHSP) to Rosenbaum, Unthank, Grace Peck and Dahlke Manor. CHSP
provides residents with meals, housekeeping, case management and a congregate
component where people share experiences together so as not to live in isolation. CHSP
has been provided by Home Forward to a specific number of people who qualify for it
since the late 70’s.
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Marmor said we’re also looking at developing new procedures for staff to support aging at
home through property management, resident services or maintenance. We will develop
aging in place standards and a certification to provide to our staff to make determinations
about how people can age in those specific units based on some of the work we can do
to make them more comfortable.
For long term actions, Marmor said staff will create a workgroup to research development
of progressive care communities in North Portland and East County. We will continue to
explore potential partnerships that provide health and supportive services to older adults in
the community.
Chair Cormack asked how many residents are currently receiving CHSP. Marmor said
there are currently 68 people in the program, although the program could support as many
as 120. Quast reminded the Board that we’re moving the program from our public
housing buildings to our affordable housing buildings because of the disposition process
for our high rises. CHSP is administered through a grant from HUD, and when the
disposition process is complete, the high rises will no longer be eligible for the grants.
Treasurer Smith asked what would happen to residents currently receiving help from the
CHSP program. Quast said we are working with recipients to see if there are other
resources in their current location, or if they are able, they can locate with a preference to
one of the properties that will have the program.
Vice Chair Widmark asked what growth and benchmarks staff expect for the next three to
five years. Marmor said we have a variety of outcomes we’re focusing on. An increase in
the age of people who stay in our properties would be a benchmark of success. Others
are increasing the number of participants in the CHSP program and having a number of
staff become experts at aging in place, as well as making changes to the property.
Rodger Moore said we can develop a “half turn policy” of making simple changes to a
vacant unit to make it easier for folks to age in place. As we develop and remodel
properties, we’ll consider aging in place strategies for our common areas. Treasurer Smith
asked if there were methods of converting apartments for existing residents. Moore said
we have a process in place for reasonable accommodations when a resident has a need
for it.
Commissioner Lessler asked if there would be licensing requirements necessary in this
expansion of housing. Weinstein said there are requirements and licensing around
4
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assisted living, but for now Home Forward is focusing more on a supportive housing
environment. Marmor said we will be supporting people over time, but not to the level of
an assisted living facility. Quast said we will also consider partnering with organizations
that have expertise in assisted living.
Chair Emeritus Moore asked how large the population of need really is. Weinstein said it
was challenging to measure this. There are 1,300 individuals on waiting lists for public
housing or Section 8 assistance right now, but we don’t have the waiting lists for
affordable housing properties.
Commissioner Kafoury asked for clarification around the four ZIP code areas that were
analyzed for need and demand. Moore said those areas were identified based on where
there is a lack of existing options for housing people 55 and older. Then those same areas
were analyzed for demand. Marmor said there are the least options for people 55 and
over in North Portland and East County. Quast said this may inform where we choose to
convert a current property to senior-only housing. Commissioner Romero asked how
Oregon Project Independence could be involved in this initiative. Marmor said CHSP
leverages Oregon Project Independence and Medicaid and we have a strong foundation
through CHSP that will be helpful in the future.
Commissioner Lessler asked if there were any tighter definition around the areas of
greatest need. Weinstein said we identified the four areas for Concepts in Community
Living to research – North Portland, Lloyd Center area, downtown and the Gresham area –
and asked them to rank the areas with greatest need. The full market analysis is available
in the report.
Vice Chair Widmark said he strongly supported the short term recommendations and
asked staff to look at the long term strategies to prepare for. Commissioner Lessler said
he was concerned with the possible necessity of engaging in license required facilities.
Quast said that planning will be done in concert with others, not in isolation.
REPORT
Procurement and Equity Update
Jerry Walker and Cinna’mon Williams presented the report to the Board. Williams said the
report covered procurement activity at the agency for FY2011. In FY2011, Home Forward
awarded over $26 million in competitive contracts. Those are contracts secured by quotes
or through a formal process. Cooperative purchasing and social service contracts are not
included in the chart.
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Williams said 32% went to state certified minority, women-owned or emerging small
businesses, which we refer to as target businesses. For construction and maintenance
contracts under $100,000, 69% went to target businesses, which highlights that our
program is working. For major construction projects completed in FY2011, we had 33%
overall target business participation. Our aspirational goal is 20%.
Williams also offered a handout regarding legal services contracts that included information
about who we contract with and what the payments are. She said spending on legal
services was higher in FY2011, but that was related to the closing of Bud Clark Commons.
Walker updated the Board on Section 3, our major vehicle for trying to achieve equity in
our contracting. Section 3 requires housing authorities to the maximum extent feasible to
maximize education, employment and contracting activities made available to residents
and low income folks in the community. Walker said next month he would be presenting a
revised economic participation policy to include Section 3.
Walker said Home Forward has made efforts in the last fiscal year to have a more robust
Section 3 program, which has been impressive. For our internal hiring process, we are
required to have 30% of new hires be Section 3 residents. Of 57 new hires in FY2011, 36
were Section 3 residents, for a 63% hiring rate.
Construction contracts awarded should include 10% Section 3 participation. In FY2011,
we had 4% participation, due to a lack of emphasis on Section 3 business certification.
This has changed and we have an aggressive outreach strategy to let our contractors
know the benefits of being a Section 3 certified business. We expect this number to
increase this year.
Walker thanked Treasurer Smith for his involvement in the Business Boot Camp for
residents interested in starting their own business. Of 14 residents who enrolled in the
program, nine completed the ten week business foundations class. Walker said this was a
highly successful effort. We are also conducting a two-track property management
training program for residents.
Commissioner Pico participated in the Business Boot Camp and thanked Walker for
coordinating it. She said it was beneficial and hoped it could continue for residents.
Commissioner Romero asked if the expansion of Section 3 to contracts other than
construction would include maintenance, design and development. Walker said the
6
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revised economic equity policy would include Section 3 obligations, and all contracts
except for inter-governmental agreements and suppliers.
The Home Forward Board of Commissioners adjourned at 7:35 PM and reconvened as
the Contract Review Board at 7:36 PM.
RESOLUTION 12-02-02
Accept Contract Review Board Findings and Approve Exemption from Competitive
Bidding for a Design/Build Contract with GED with Respect to the Lifeworks NW
Project
Mike Andrews and Cinna’mon Williams presented the resolution to the Board. Williams,
Hearings Officer for Home Forward, said findings for release to the public and public notice
was published in the Daily Journal of Commerce on January 13th, 2012. Fourteen days
later, Home Forward held a public hearing at New Market West. No members of the public
attended. Report, findings and summary of the information was included in the Board
packet.
Chair Emeritus Moore asked if the contract was design/build or sole source. Andrews said
this was different, in that we were approached by LifeWorks NW and asked to be their
partner. Here we are seeking an exemption from the typical process of competitively
choosing a co-developer, which will effectively allow us to formally accept their request.
This also allows us to accept the contract with Gerding Edlen Development (GED) for
development services and the work GED has done to select Holst as architect and general
contractor. Because we are regulated by HUD and the State, we need to go through this
formal process to enter into a contract. This action speaks to the State procurement rules.
The request to HUD will not come before the board, but we will apply to HUD for that
approval.
Chair Emeritus Moore asked if this would function like a CM/GC. Williams said we are
doing this to maintain compliance with ORS 279. This is called a design/build. Andrews
said it is similar to the CM/GC process, but not the same. We will have an agreement with
LifeWorks NW and a contract with GED.
Commissioner Lessler asked if there has been a competitive selection of a contractor.
Andrews said GED held a competitive process, publishing an RFP to seek design services,
interviewing and selecting Holst. They also had an RFP for a general contractor,
interviewed three and selected O’Neill Walsh. Williams said Berit Stevenson in our
procurement department participated in writing the RFP to select the general contractor.
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Chair Cormack asked who would buy legal services for the condominium regime.
Andrews said our contract with GED will ask them to perform design and construction
services on our behalf. We will maintain financing in house, and will hire legal services
directly in support of the financial structure necessary for the low income tax credits
utilization.
Commissioner Lessler moved to adopt the resolution; Chair Emeritus Moore seconded the
motion.
The vote was as follows:
Chair Harriet Cormack – Aye
Vice Chair David Widmark – Aye
Treasurer Jim Smith – Aye
Chair Emeritus Lee Moore – Aye
Commissioner Gretchen Kafoury – Aye
Commissioner Brian Lessler – Aye
Commissioner Amie Pico – Absent
Commissioner Shelli Romero – Aye
The Contract Review Board adjourned at 7:47 PM and reconvened as the Home Forward
Board of Commissioners at 7:48 PM.
RESOLUTION 12-02-03
Authorize Approval to Submit a 9% Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC)
Application for LifeWorks NW
Mike Andrews presented the resolution to the Board. This application to Oregon Housing
and Community Services supports Project Network. The project will have two
fundamental components: permanent low income rental housing, financed with 9% LIHTC
and controlled by Home Forward; and a 30-bed treatment facility financed by the New
Market Tax Credit, operated by LifeWorks NW. We have received an award from the
Portland Housing Bureau for this project. We had applied for $4.8 million and have
received word we’ve been awarded funding through that process. That award advances
the project and we intend to submit an application for the 9% tax credits in mid- to lateMarch.
Treasurer Smith moved to adopt the resolution; Commissioner Lessler seconded the
motion.
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The vote was as follows:
Chair Harriet Cormack – Aye
Vice Chair David Widmark – Aye
Treasurer Jim Smith – Aye
Chair Emeritus Lee Moore – Aye
Commissioner Gretchen Kafoury – Absent
Commissioner Brian Lessler – Aye
Commissioner Amie Pico – Absent
Commissioner Shelli Romero – Aye
RESOLUTION 12-02-04
Authorize Stephens Creek Crossing Abatement and Demolition
Mike Andrews presented the resolution to the Board to authorize the execution of two
modifications to the contract we have in place with the CM/GC selected to construct this
project on our behalf. This adds scope and budget to existing base agreement we have.
This work is for abatement and demolition at a combined value of $1,064,000,
representing 3.5% of overall $30.3 million construction budget. The project came in
$9,600 over budget for initial construction work. That will be taken from estimating
contingency carried within $30.3 million hard cost.
Commissioner Lessler was impressed by the budget being so close on the scope of work,
given the risk at this part of the project.
Commissioner Romero asked for further explanation on the different contingencies.
Andrews said $30.3 million is the construction budget. Within that $30.3 million, we work
with the contractor to carry a contingency in the early stages of the project. Right now we
have about $813,000 shown as estimating contingency. On top of that is an owner’s
contingency that is completely within our control, that we have to spend should
unforeseen circumstances arise.
Vice Chair Widmark moved to adopt the resolution; Commissioner Lessler seconded the
motion.
The vote was as follows:
Chair Harriet Cormack – Aye
Vice Chair David Widmark – Aye
Treasurer Jim Smith – Aye
Chair Emeritus Lee Moore – Aye
9
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Commissioner
Commissioner
Commissioner
Commissioner

Gretchen Kafoury – Aye
Brian Lessler – Aye
Amie Pico – Aye
Shelli Romero – Aye

RESOLUTION 12-02-05
Authorize Approval to Submit a 4% Tax Credit Application for Stephens Creek
Crossing
Mike Andrews presented the resolution to the Board. This seeks approval to submit an
application to the State for a 4% tax credit allocation. Stephens Creek Crossing has a 9%
allocation already received in 2010 for 2012 credits, and this is the final piece of tax credits
we need for the project. Of the 122 units of rental housing at Stephens Creek Crossing,
47 will be in the 9% LIHTC phase and 75 will be in the 4% LIHTC phase. Within that 4%
phase, 11 units will be LIHTC only and 64 units will receive public housing operating
support.
Commissioner Kafoury moved to adopt the resolution; Commissioner Romero seconded
the motion.
The vote was as follows:
Chair Harriet Cormack – Aye
Vice Chair David Widmark – Aye
Treasurer Jim Smith – Aye
Chair Emeritus Lee Moore – Aye
Commissioner Gretchen Kafoury – Aye
Commissioner Brian Lessler – Aye
Commissioner Amie Pico – Aye
Commissioner Shelli Romero – Aye
RESOLUTION 12-02-06
Authorize the Receipt of Public Housing Capital Funds
Mike Andrews presented the resolution to the Board. This resolution is passed annually to
accept the capital grant from HUD in support of our public housing portfolio. The capital
grant comes in two parts: base capital grant to complete capital improvements in our
public housing portfolio and replacement housing factor, which we typically use to service
debt we took out for the financing of New Columbia. This year’s base capital grant is
down 9.5% and a continued decrease in that funding stream is something we continue to
struggle with.
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Commissioner Kafoury moved to adopt the resolution; Vice Chair Widmark seconded the
motion.
The vote was as follows:
Chair Harriet Cormack – Aye
Vice Chair David Widmark – Aye
Treasurer Jim Smith – Aye
Chair Emeritus Lee Moore – Aye
Commissioner Gretchen Kafoury – Aye
Commissioner Brian Lessler – Aye
Commissioner Amie Pico – Aye
Commissioner Shelli Romero – Aye
Chair Cormack asked Board members to keep documents from the Board retreat, in
preparation for ongoing discussions on planning. She also reminded the group that
budget discussions were expected in the next month.
ADJOURN
There being no further business, Chair Cormack adjourned the meeting at 8:01 PM.
EXECUTIVE SESSION
Following adjournment, the Board of Commissioners of Home Forward did not meet in
Executive Session pursuant to ORS 192.660(2).
Attached to the Official Minutes of Home Forward are all Resolutions adopted at this
meeting, together with copies of memoranda and material submitted to the
Commissioners and considered by them when adopting the foregoing resolutions. A
taped recording of the proceedings is also kept on file.
Celia M. Strauss
Recorder, on behalf of
Steven D. Rudman, Secretary
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ADOPTED: MARCH 20, 2012
Attest:

Home Forward:

Steven D. Rudman, Secretary

James M. Smith, Treasurer
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MEMORANDUM

To:

Board of Commissioners

Date:

March 20, 2012

From:

Steve Rudman

Subject:

Executive Director’s Report

Our business this month includes our fiscal year 2013 budget, an increase in
payment standards to keep close-in Portland neighborhoods accessible to Section
8 voucher holders, improvements to our family self-sufficiency program, and an
expansion of our Economic Equity policies to strengthen what we do on behalf of
low-income residents.
Fiscal Year 2013 Budget
We continue to be prudent in the face of downward pressure on federal funding.
The chart below shows the path Congress has taken in appropriating funds for
Section 8 and public housing over the last six years, with CY (calendar year) 12
representing what is expected and included in our fiscal year 2013 budget. If
Congress doesn’t appropriate the amount HUD deems necessary to operate the
program, housing authorities receive a prorated amount of that total. In our
coming fiscal year only voucher funding – the money that helps pay tenant rents in
the Section 8 program – comes close to the level HUD deems sufficient. Funding
to operate public housing and administer the Section 8 program will be prorated at
levels considerably below 100 percent.
Subsidy Proration Trends
Actual Funding Year

CY07

CY08

CY09

CY10

CY11

CY12

Section 8 Voucher Funding

105.0%

101.5%

99.1%

99.5%

98.8%

99.0%

Section 8 Admin Fees

101.5%

90.3%

90.2%

92.8%

83.6%

75.0%

Public Housing Op Subsidy

83.4%

89.0%

88.4%

103.0%

100.0%

82.0%
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In light of this situation, the budget for the fiscal year that begins on April 1 reflects
some difficult choices. Every department dug deep to contribute to about $1
million in administrative savings that helped close a gap in our cash flow. This
included eliminating 12 positions, the equivalent of 9.3 full-time jobs. While some
of the positions were unfilled, we’ve already had a few lay-offs and anticipate more
over the course of the new fiscal year.
We don’t expect this budget environment to improve in the next several years.
That said, we’ve been here before as an agency and know what we have to do to
manage through this. Despite our fiscal challenges, I’m confident that we will
continue to operate our core programs with the innovative, pioneering spirit that
we’ve come to embrace with our Moving to Work flexibility. Very importantly, in
the face of what many view as a disinvestment in public housing at the national
level, our commitment to preserving this real estate remains strong. Continuing to
look for ways to sustain the aging high rises that provide homes for seniors and
persons with disabilities is a priority for us.
Making the Inner City Accessible for Voucher Holders
In the last year, our community has seen the apartment market tighten and rents
rise to a point where our Section 8 participants are in danger of being priced out
of many of Portland’s close-in neighborhoods. Today’s rent levels have put one
and two bedroom apartments in downtown, Northwest Portland, inner and central
Northeast Portland, and inner and central Southeast Portland out of reach for
participants.
Our voucher holders should be able to access rental opportunities across
Multnomah County. Payment standards – the ceiling amount we will accept as
rent – are a tool housing authorities have to help make this possible. Housing
authorities can set payment standards between 90 and 110 percent of what HUD
deems to be local fair market rents. HUD adjusts fair market rents annually,
setting them at the 40 th percentile of rents in a given market.
We are proposing that we raise payment standards in designated areas for one
and two bedroom apartments. We estimate this will cost approximately $1.3
million over the next three years, which means we will serve about 180 fewer
families in the program. While it comes at a cost, we believe that it’s important
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that our participants aren’t limited to areas where rents are lower and poverty is
higher.
Improving our Family Self-Sufficiency Program
We are recommending several policy changes to our program that helps residents
improve their lives through education and employment. Chief among these is
changing the model we use for escrow account calculations so that it benefits
program participants who are working.
This is how escrow accounts work currently: as residents in the program increase
their income, they pay more in rent, which is based on a percentage of their
income. Rather than going towards rent, the additional amount they owe is put in
an escrow account available to them at program graduation. This model favors
those who are not employed when they enter the program, as the increase in their
income, and hence the increase in their rent, is more substantial. Under the new
model, escrow will begin to accrue when someone’s income is high enough to hit
a “strike point” in their rent. The strike point will be set at the minimum rent the
property needs from each household to operate. From the strike point forward,
rent increases will be set aside in escrow.
Other changes include removing the requirement that someone leave our
assistance before they graduate from the program and collect their escrow. In the
years since we instituted this policy, we’ve found that some residents are
employed in occupations that don’t pay enough for them to forego housing
assistance. Graduation still is a win-win under in these situations. Our residents
will collect their escrow, which will help them further life goals, and their rent
payment that previously went to escrow goes back into the program, providing
more Section 8 rent assistance for other families or more operating funds in public
housing.
Taken together, the changes promote employment and make the program more
flexible in meeting the needs of residents who have a wide range of life
circumstances.
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Strengthening our Economic Equity Policy
Over the last decade, we have worked very hard to increase economic
participation in our contracting among target businesses – firms that are certified
as disadvantaged, minority-owned, women-owned or emerging small businesses.
We’ve also accomplished a tremendous amount in the area of more diverse
workforce participation on our construction projects. However, the policies that
guided these efforts did not specifically extend to Section 3 of the HUD Act of
1968, which requires us to maximize educational, employment, and contracting
opportunities for our residents and other low-income citizens on contracts that
contain HUD funds. An individual qualifies as a Section 3 resident if they earn less
than 80 percent of the area median income, and a firm qualifies as a Section 3
business either by virtue of the income levels of its owners or its employees.
We have revised our economic equity policy to set goals that address Section 3.
The new components of the policy are:
• Achieving an overall goal of 10 percent participation of Section 3
businesses on construction and professional services contracts.
• Adding Section 3 businesses to the types of businesses that can be
considered as the first source for work on contracts between $5,000 $100,000.
• Adding Section 3 to the types of businesses that can compete among
themselves for contracts between $100,000 - $200,000.
• Committing to ensuring that 30 percent of newly hired employees for
positions at Home Forward meet Section 3 qualifications.
Upcoming Events
The next work session is on Wednesday, April 4 at 5 p.m. here at Home Forward,
and the board meeting next month is on Tuesday, April 17 at 6:15 p.m. at the
Multnomah County building.
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HOME FORWARD
FISCAL YEAR 2013 BUDGET
April 1, 2012 through March 31, 2013
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Home Forward
Management Discussion
Fiscal Year 2013 Budget
Budget Overview
The Agency’s fiscal year (FY) 2013 budget presents the challenge of reduced federal
funding for key aspects of our traditional programs. Public Housing subsidies for the
coming fiscal year, both operating and capital, will be substantially below prior year
amounts. Additionally, Section 8 Administration Fees that support program
administration have also been reduced. These factors weigh heavily on the ability to
cover the Agency’s annual operating costs.
In response to the lower funding that supports Agency operating costs, staff has targeted
Administrative costs for reduction in FY 2013. These budgeted expense reductions will
not completely offset the effects of the funding cuts anticipated. Revenue received
during FY 2011 that was in excess of Agency operating costs for that year and currently
held in cash reserves will be used to fund the operating cash deficit anticipated for FY
2013.
Efforts will continue through FY 2013 to bring costs in line with these new federal
funding levels and additional actions beyond those reflected in this budget will be
required in order to size Agency operating costs commensurate with the funding outlook.
It is not expected that these lower levels of federal funding for FY 2013 will reverse
course in the near term given the larger federal budget issues facing Congressional
appropriators.
In spite of this challenging fiscal outlook there is no intention to move the Agency toward
a strategy of retrenchment. Rather, the Strategic Directions approved by the board in
2010 will continue to guide Agency activities during the coming year and the Moving to
Work (MTW) Initiatives that emanate from these directions will be further advanced in
FY 2013.
One bright spot in the federal funding picture is Section 8 Rent Assistance subsidy which
provides for payments to landlords of Section 8 participants. This funding will increase
in FY 2013. This resource has consistently received greater support from Congressional
appropriators than other elements of our housing programs (see page 35). Under our
MTW flexibility, these funds can be directed to support increasing the momentum of the
Agency’s agenda as articulated in the Strategic Directions and demonstrated in the MTW
Initiatives. These activities are more specifically discussed later in this document and
listed in on page 33 and 34.
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Budget Summary
FY 2013 financial results as budgeted (see page 9) show total revenue is anticipated to be
$108.8 million with operating expense projected to be $117.8 million resulting in an
operating loss of $9.0 million. Compared to FY 2012 Annual revenue increases $887 thousand primarily due to:
- $1.0 million increase in Housing Assistance Subsidy
- $535 thousand increase in Dwelling Rental from the transfer of ownership of
three properties from tax credit limited partnerships to direct Agency ownership
- $723 thousand increase in State, Local & Other Grants
- $232 thousand increase in Development Fee Revenue
These revenue increases are offset by:
- $1.2 million reduction in Public Housing Subsidy
- $400 thousand reduction in Other Revenue
Annual operating expense increases $4.7 million as a result of:
- $3.8 million increased Housing Assistance Payments to landlords through Section
8 vouchers, Short Term Rent Assistance and Local Blended Subsidy (LBS)
- $848 thousand in higher property Maintenance Expense primarily associated with
the Affordable portfolio of properties including the addition of three properties
converted from limited partnerships to Agency owned
- $553 thousand increased Tenant Services Expense relating to Community and
Supportive Services associated with the Hillsdale Terrace HOPE VI
redevelopment, Bud Clark Commons and several MTW initiatives.
- $387 thousand in higher Depreciation Expense from the three tax credit properties
transferred to Agency ownership along with incremental capital improvements in
both Public Housing and Affordable portfolios.
These expense increases are offset by:
$753 thousand reduction in Administrative Personnel Expense from lower staff
levels
$193 thousand reduction in Other Administrative Expense
A more detailed analysis of annual changes in specific operating line items begins on
page 10.
Excluding the increase in depreciation, which is a non-cash expense, total operating
expense increases $4.3 million. Of that amount, $3.8 million results from increased
housing assistance payments to landlords which are funded by the increased Section 8
subsidy revenue and MTW Initiative funds that will be drawn from existing cash reserves
for Short Term Rent Assistance (STRA) payments. The remaining $500 thousand
increase in operating expense is largely the result of Maintenance Expense associated
with the Affordable portfolio funded from individual property’s cash flow along with
higher Tenant Services related to services provided to the Bud Clark Commons shelter
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(funded by grants from the City of Portland) and planned support services to be included
in several MTW Initiatives funded from MTW Initiative funds held in cash reserves.
In total, expenditures associated with the MTW Initiatives (see page 33 and 34) increase
in FY 2013 by just over $2 million. The bulk of this increase results from a larger
commitment of MTW Initiative funds to capital improvements in the Public Housing
portfolio. These increased MTW Initiative costs will be funded from MTW Initiative
funds held in cash reserves and will not rely on current year revenue.
The reductions within Administration Expense result from $753 thousand in lower
Personnel Expense as full time equivalent staff (FTE) decline by 9.3 FTE in FY 2013 and
$193 thousand in lower Other Admin Expenses due mainly to reduced consultants
expense, one-time FY 2012 costs associated with the agency name change and costs for
courtesy patrol contracts now being charged directly to the tax credit properties.
Turning to revenue, the budget anticipates that the public housing operating subsidy
declines by $1.2 million. This reduction assumes that HUD prorates the formula funding
amount for this subsidy at 82%. In other words, FY 2013 funding based on federal
appropriations is expected to be at 82 cents for each dollar that the HUD formula
calculates is necessary to operate the Public Housing properties.
Conversely, Section 8 Housing Assistance funding will increase by $1.0 million in FY
2013. This increase is the result of a $1.3 million increase in voucher funding offset by a
reduction in Section 8 Admin Fees of $237 thousand. This Admin Fee reduction is after
the steep reduction in FY 2012 that saw Admin Fees decline by $630 thousand.
The increased voucher funding is mainly due to new targeted vouchers recently issued
federally and associated with the Veterans Affairs Supportive Housing (VASH) and
Family Unification programs. The total of all 8,588 Section 8 rent assistance vouchers
authorized for FY 2013 are expected to be funded at essentially the same rate as FY
2012. Appropriations for voucher funding have continued apace while other elements of
the federal housing subsidies have declined.
The reductions in Public Housing operating subsidy and Section 8 admin fees are chiefly
responsible for the shortfalls in operating cash flow in our two major federal programs as
discussed below.

Operating Cash Flow
Operating cash flow is derived each year from the budgeted operating income or loss
which is then adjusted for cash flow received from the Affordable portfolio, non-cash
expenses such as depreciation, cash developer fees, reserve funding and other accounting
versus cash adjustments.
The Agency’s operating cash flow analysis also removes the effects of Section 8 voucher
funding (income) and associated payments to landlords (expense) in order to ensure that
this funding source is separately accounted for and solely utilized for the programs and
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initiatives that directly support the people and households we serve. Any Section 8 rent
assistance subsidy received that is in excess of that necessary to pay landlords is not
included in the calculation of operating cash flow but rather placed in reserves to fund the
MTW Initiatives. This practice ensures that funds appropriated to directly support the
households we serve continue to be utilized as such through the MTW Initiatives.
To maintain a fiscally sound position, ensuring that cash revenue and funding is sufficient
to cover cash operating expenses is a primary objective of the Agency’s annual budget.
During a year of substantial reductions in subsidy funding that supports Agency operating
costs, achieving that objective is most difficult. Achieving that objective over several
years is an absolute in order to maintain the Agency’s financial strength.
The three year operating cash flow shown below demonstrates that prior years’ positive
cash flow more than offsets the cash flow deficit projected for FY 2013. During the
coming year, the Agency will take actions to close the cash flow deficit in our “Program
Group” as we move into FY 2014.
Development cash flow is highly variable from year to year by the nature of project
activity and the timing of receipts for developer fees. As a result, Development cash flow
performance is assessed over longer time frames and is considered in a separate multiyear analysis.
The following compares operating cash flow over the last three years by operating group.

Programs
Rent Assistance
Public Housing
Affordable Housing
Program Group
Development
Total Agency

Cash Flow Excess (Deficit)
Actual
Forecast
Budget
FY 2011
FY 2012
FY 2013
$ (47,720)
1,148
1,319,517
1,272,945

$ (373,365)
(208,897)
827,685
245,423

$ (516,798)
(1,127,434)
815,308
(828,924)

402,045

2,465,434

(1,664,465)

1,674,990

2,710,857

(2,493,389)

Focusing on the Program Group, FY 2011 was a year in which federal funding for Public
Housing and Section 8 Admin Fees were appropriated at the highest level in recent years.
This allowed those two programs to achieve a near break-even operating cash flow result.
Additionally, the cash flow from the Affordable portfolio was considerably higher than
trend in 2011 as a portion of cash flow related to FY 2010 was delayed into FY 2011.
The FY 2012 forecast reflects the initial impacts from federal funding reductions and
both federal programs (Rent Assistance and Public Housing) were in a deficit position.
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The positive cash flow from the Affordable portfolio is expected to more than offset
those federal program deficits and the Program Group in total is anticipated to be
modestly positive in FY 2012.
The additional federal funding reductions in FY 2013 have greatly exacerbated the
negative cash flow results in our two major federal programs and the Program Group in
total is considerably negative. This negative cash flow result will be funded from the
excess cash flow generated in FY 2011 that is currently held in cash reserves. While staff
has budgeted reductions in Administrative Expenses as part of the FY 2013 budget,
additional work to reduce Agency operating expense will continue through the budget
year.
There are no quick or elegant solutions to mitigate the magnitude of federal funding
reductions. FY 2013 will be a year of transition during which operating expenses will be
sized to match the available revenue in coming years. The budget does include an
expenditure to engage consultants in identifying operating efficiency and effectiveness
opportunities within the various departments of the Agency. The positive operating cash
flow from the most recent prior years allows for a thoughtfully crafted approach in
organizing Agency operations and preparing staff to move programs and initiatives
forward while ensuring that subsequent year operating expenses are commensurate with
anticipated funding.

Strategic Directions/MTW Initiatives
Many MTW Initiatives developed and budgeted in FY 2012 will continue in FY 2013
using MTW Initiative funds (specifically Section 8 rent assistance subsidy not used for
participant voucher payments to landlords). Additionally, there are several new
initiatives that were included in the Agency’s Moving to Work Plan and two that will
end. Pages 33 and 34 provide a summary of these initiatives and the amounts budgeted
for FY 2013.
Heading into FY 2013, MTW Initiative funds held in reserves are forecasted to be $5
million and sufficient to fund the initiatives through the end of the year. The Section 8
rent assistance subsidy that has been the source of the MTW Initiative reserves continues
to be well funded by Congressional appropriators as mentioned previously. The costs for
the traditional Section 8 voucher payments have, however, continued to increase as well.
These increasing costs have reduced the likelihood of a continuing significant amount of
excess Section 8 funds to support these initiatives in future years.
Although MTW Initiative reserves are sufficient to fund the initiative costs as planned
through FY 2013, continuing these initiatives in subsequent years may require policy
choices associated with use of Section 8 funds for traditional vouchers being directed to
support those initiatives that would merit such a consideration.
The MTW Initiatives have been developed to satisfy the three MTW goals as well as the
Strategic Directions approved by the Board in September of 2010. The three MTW goals
are:
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-

increase housing choice for low-income families
provide incentives to assist households to become economically self-sufficient
achieve greater cost effectiveness in federal programs

The four Strategic Directions are:
-

-

-

-

Prioritization of housing resources: Home Forward will align a larger portion of
its housing resources with community partners to better serve priority
populations, distinguishing between the needs of low income work-able families,
seniors, and people with disabilities.
The housing-services continuum: Home Forward will provide for core resident
services, including enhanced property management to support housing stability
and foster self-sufficiency with its own staff and partner agencies. Home Forward
will coordinate the delivery of other types of resident services through strategic
partnerships with local providers.
Partnership within the Home Forward community: Home Forward will strengthen
its relationship with residents and program participants by working with them to
develop a more defined set of mutual responsibilities, expectations, and
accountability.
Role in the regional housing market: Home Forward will leverage its expertise in
affordable housing operations, development, and rent assistance administration to
further local and regional housing goals. Home Forward will increase its
responsiveness to housing needs in mid-County and East County through the
alignment of resources and coordination with local representatives. Home
Forward will expand its work with neighboring counties when there are
opportunities to collaboratively address issues on a regional basis. Home Forward
will serve as a policy advocate and strategic partner in the metropolitan area.

During the first month of FY 2013 (April of 2012), the Rent Reform Initiative will be
implemented. This initiative will transform the existing rent calculation affecting Public
Housing households and Section 8 participants and will reduce the frequency and amount
of information collected from participants and residents. This initiative will also require
work focused households to prepare for the expectation of paying a minimum amount of
rent along with modest increases in the proportion of income that such households pay
towards rent. The initial financial impacts will be a modest reduction in rent revenue in
Public Housing and an increase in costs for Section 8 payments to landlords. Two years
after implementation, Public Housing rents are forecasted to increase and costs for
Section 8 payments are expected to decline due to an increase in the percentage of
income paid by work-focused households at that time.
The Rent Reform initiative supports the prioritization of housing resources as articulated
in the Strategic Directions along with the MTW goals of providing incentives toward
self-sufficiency and achieving greater cost effectiveness in federal programs. Rent
Reform will produce a less burdensome program administration reducing costs over time
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and will also require work-focused households to fund higher proportions of rent while
minimizing such impacts on the elderly and disabled populations.
Additionally, $2.1 million of the MTW Initiative funds has been obligated for capital
improvements in Public Housing properties to further the preservation effort and mitigate
the continuing decline in the Public Housing capital subsidy.
For several of the Initiatives, there remains significant policy and program development
work to be completed. As a result, management has dedicated funds held in cash reserves
to fund expenses in support of the MTW Initiatives but will return to the Board of
Commissioners for specific approval of policies and programs related to these initiatives
throughout the year.

Risks and Opportunities
As is the case every year, we do not know the exact funding amounts for our federal
programs as we prepare our annual budget. We do, however, have enough information
and guidance from HUD and industry groups to establish the expected amounts of federal
program funding included in this budget.
While initial steps are included in this budget to reduce Agency operating costs,
additional steps will be necessary during the year to adjust operating expense to meet the
current federal funding outlook and the anticipated revenue that supports operating costs.
The intention is to achieve an operating cost structure that can be supported by the
Agency’s anticipated revenue as we move into FY 2014.
The Agency has judiciously managed cash reserves over the years to ensure that risks,
including significant reduction in federal funding, can be managed effectively. As of
December of 2011, total Agency cash reserves exceed $25 million. While a considerable
portion of these funds are obligated to be reinvested in development or acquisition of new
units such as the Stephens Creek Crossing HOPE VI development, a significant portion is
also available to support the MTW Initiatives and maintain the Agency’s position of
fiscal strength and stability.
The Agency also enjoys a level of regulatory flexibility granted to it through its Moving
to Work (i.e., deregulated) status. While such flexibility does not buffer a reduction in
funding, it does allow the ability to move funds between programs and make important
decisions in allocating financial resources. This flexibility provides the opportunity to
more clearly focus resources to populations and properties to maximize the housing and
services supports to achieve more favorable outcomes for those we serve.
The coming year will also see the demolition of Hillsdale Terrace and the development of
Stephens Creek Crossing, the Agency’s third HOPE VI redevelopment. This project
along with others in the planning stages will increase development activity during the
course of the year. The Agency also has submitted an application to HUD requesting the
disposition of 1,200 Public Housing units (approximately half of the existing portfolio) as
part of a preservation strategy which would move the subsidy for these units from Public
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Housing to Section 8 subsidy and allow for financing strategies necessary to perform the
necessary rehab work to preserve these properties. While the FY 2013 budget does not
contemplate the effects of such a change within our public housing properties, the HUD
response to this request is expected to be received during FY 2013.
Although we have done a considerable amount of analysis around the impacts and effects
resulting from the implementation of Rent Reform, FY 2013 will reveal the actual
impacts from this dramatic change in our approach to tenant and participant rent
calculations including impacts to the Agency operations and the relationship with those
we serve.

Conclusion
While the challenge of lower federal funding is requiring adjustments to the Agency’s
internal operating costs, the traditional core programs of Public Housing and Section 8
will continue to provide critical housing supports to approximately 11,000 of the nearly
15,000 households served by Home Forward. These programs, subject to annual
appropriations, have experienced funding volatility over the years and attempting longer
term projections is difficult at best. It may, however, create more difficulty by not
attempting to take the longer view.
As this budget is completed and presented for Board approval, staff is developing a three
year strategic operating plan. This three year plan will be based on specific goals that
further the Strategic Directions adopted in 2010, satisfy our MTW goals and position the
Agency to move in the directions established by the Board and our community. FY 2013
will be the first year of this three year strategic operating plan.
With this budget year before us providing some degree of certainty in the short term, staff
will continue the planning process to more specifically identify the path to achieve the
larger goals of serving more households with the intention of improving outcomes for the
households and community we serve. We will embrace the Strategic Directions with
added vigor, use our MTW flexibility for maximum result and develop staff to move our
core programs and initiatives forward as our new name, Home Forward, clearly requires.
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Home Forward

Operating Statement
Dwelling Rental
Non-dwelling Rental
HUD Subsidies -Housing Assistance
HUD Subsidies -Public Housing
HUD Grants
Development Fee Revenue, Net
State, Local & Other Grants
Other Revenue
ARRA Operating Revenue
Total IA Revenue
Total Operating Revenues
PH Subsidy Transfer
Housing Assistance Payments
Administrative Personnel Expense
Other Admin Expenses
Fees/overhead charged
Tenant Svcs Personnel Expense
Other Tenant Svcs Expenses
Maintenance Personnel Expense
Other Maintenance Expenses
Utilities
Total IA Expense
Depreciation
General
Impairment Charge
Total Operating Expenses
Operating Income (Loss)
Reserve Funding
Operating Income (Loss) after Reserve Funding
Investment Income
Interest Expense
Amortization
Investment in Partnership Valuation Charge
Gain (Loss) on Sale of Assets
Chg in Derivative Contract Value
Net Other Income (Expense)
HUD Nonoperating Contributions
Other Nonoperating Contributions
ARRA Nonoperating Contributions
Nonoperating contributions made
Reserve Funded Capital Contributions
Net Capital Contributions
Other Equity Changes

FY12 Forecast
Forecast

Increase/
(Decrease)

12,878,194
1,263,745
69,150,992
9,437,927
6,652,508
427,000
4,006,402
4,690,377
300,000
108,807,146
1,772,229
68,445,142
13,492,659
6,529,010
1,699,467
2,944,369
4,306,119
5,772,779
4,284,331
(263,729)
7,821,676
1,001,558
117,805,609
(8,998,464)
(8,998,464)
235,799
(2,672,142)
(43,904)
(2,480,247)
3,508,143
725,703
4,233,846
-

535,436
(9,409)
1,035,173
(1,201,370)
80,855
231,789
723,315
(400,264)
(108,529)
886,997
180,181
3,771,517
(753,212)
(192,883)
(4)
(60,624)
552,824
(83,841)
848,298
198,435
(34,600)
387,327
(86,681)
4,726,736
(3,839,739)
(3,839,739)
(248,205)
231,369
3,107
(2,077,179)
(2,090,907)
(43,459)
(16,794,739)
(3,278,370)
(20,116,568)
-

18,802,349

(7,244,865)

(26,047,214)

Operating Income (Loss)

(5,158,724)

(8,998,464)

(3,839,739)

Funding Flow Adjustments

7,869,581

6,505,075

(1,364,507)

Net Funding Flow

2,710,857

(2,493,389)

(5,204,246)

Net Changes

12,342,758
1,273,153
68,115,819
10,639,297
6,571,653
195,211
3,283,087
5,090,641
408,529
107,920,149
1,592,048
64,673,625
14,245,871
6,721,893
4
1,760,091
2,391,545
4,389,960
4,924,481
4,085,896
(229,130)
7,434,349
1,088,239
113,078,874
(5,158,724)
(5,158,724)
484,004
(2,903,511)
(47,011)
2,077,179
(389,340)
3,551,602
17,520,442
3,278,370
24,350,414
-

FY13 Budget
Budget

Funding Flow Analysis
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Line Item Analysis and Budget Assumptions
REVENUE
o

Dwelling Rental $12.9M, $535 thousand greater than FY 2012 Forecast
 Affordable Housing - Dwelling Rental increases $735 thousand due to transferring three
low income housing tax credit properties (Kelly Place, Gladstone Square and Yards at
Union Station) into Home Forward’s affordable portfolio which increases Dwelling
Rental by $540 thousand. Additionally, rental rates will increase by 2-3% which will
generate $223 thousand of additional revenue.
 Public Housing – Dwelling Rental decreases $192 thousand due to reductions from Rent
Reform of $80 thousand, implementation of Local Blended Subsidy at Madrona
Apartments of $70 thousand, demolition of Hillsdale Terrace reducing dwelling rental by
$75 thousand offset by a 0.5% increase in tenant rents of $22 thousand across the rest of
the portfolio.

o

Non-dwelling Rental $1.3M, flat to FY 2012 Forecast
 Non-dwelling rental includes commercial rents, payments received from special needs
master leased properties, land lease revenue, cell tower revenues, and parking revenue.

o

HUD Subsidies - Housing Assistance $69.2M, $1.0M greater than FY 2012 Forecast
 HUD's Housing Choice Voucher funding increases $197 thousand due to full year
funding of 165 vouchers received in FY 2012.
 VASH voucher funding increases $859 thousand due to increasing utilization of available
vouchers and full year funding of 50 new vouchers received during FY 2012.
 Administrative fees for HUD Housing Assistance assume Home Forward's funding
proration will decrease from 83% to 75% resulting in a $237 thousand funding decline.


FY 2013 Budget assumes the full funding rate of $605.85 per voucher will not change
from FY 2012; proration is assumed to hold steady at 99.0% (compared to 98.8% in FY
2012).

o

HUD Subsidies - Public Housing $9.4M, $1.2M less than FY 2012 Forecast
 Budget assumes funding proration will decrease from 96.7% to 82.0%.
 Asset Repositioning Fees received from HUD will decrease in FY 2013 by $30 thousand
as Scattered Site funding ends and Hillsdale Terrace funding commences.

o

HUD Grants $6.7M, $81 thousand greater than FY 2012 Forecast
 HOPE VI funding increases of $310 thousand for the Stephens Creek Crossing project
are offset by reductions for Humboldt Gardens of $30 thousand and New Columbia of
$43 thousand due to the winding down of their CSS endowments.
 Public Housing Capital Fund administrative revenue will decrease $142 thousand due to
decreased federal funding. Public Housing is not planning to use the Capital Fund for
other operating activities creating a reduction of $97 thousand from prior year.
 Additional increases in HUD Grant funded programs include Shelter + Care for $27
thousand, Congregate Housing Services Program for $39 thousand and ROSS programs
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for $51 thousand offset by a $30 thousand reduction from the expiration of the ETAP
grant.
o

Development Fee Revenue, $427 thousand, $232 thousand more than FY 2012 Forecast
 FY 2013 Developer Fee of $427 thousand is earned from the Stephens Creek Crossing
project.

o

State, Local & Other Grants $4.0M, $723 thousand greater than FY 2012 Forecast
Grants consist of:
Short-term Rent Assistance
Emergency Food & Shelter
City of Portland
Multnomah county
PILOT Revenue
Short-term Rent Assistance Total
KNAC
Medicaid
Multnomah County - Youth Programs
City of Portland – Bud Clark
Urban Institute
Other

o

$

70K
962K
922K
465K
$ 2,419K
68K
185K
204K
159K
162K
86K
$ 3,283K

2013
$

51K
1,763K
973K
185K
$ 2,972K
12K
237K
174K
293K
242K
76K
$ 4,006K

Other Revenue $4.7M, $400 thousand less than FY 2012 Forecast
Other Revenue consists of:
Portability Revenue
Property related income – AH
Property related income – PH
Property related income – RS
Foundation Revenue
Fraud/Bad Debt Recovery
Other

o

2012

2012
$ 3,342K
979K
305K
54K
26K
91K
294K
$ 5,091K

2013
$ 3,095K
949K
387K
130K
0K
94K
35K
$ 4,690K

ARRA Operating Revenue $300 thousand, $109 thousand less than FY 2012 Forecast
 FY 2013 Budget reflects utilization of remaining ARRA Homeless Prevention/Rapid Rehousing funding. Further ARRA funding is not anticipated.

EXPENSE
o

PH Subsidy Transfer $1.8M, $180 thousand greater than FY 2012 Forecast
 Increases resulting from addition of 115 public housing units at the Bud Clark Commons
were offset by a reduction in proration from 96.7% to 82%.
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o

Housing Assistance Payments $68.4M, $3.8M greater than FY 2012 Forecast
Housing Assistance Payments
Section 8 Tenant and Project Based Vouchers
Section 8 Mod Rehab/Single Room Occupancy
Section 8 Veterans Assistance Supportive Housing (VASH)
Section 8 proceeds utilized for Local Blended Subsidy
Shelter + Care

$

Action for Prosperity/WSI Rent Assistance (MTW Initiative reserve funded)
Landlord Guarantee/Incentive (MTW Initiative - reserve funded)
Agency Based Assistance/DHS Voucher Pilot (MTW Initiative reserve funded)
Short Term Rent Assistance (MTW Initiative - reserve funded)
Short Term Rent Assistance (Local Jurisdictions funded)
Total Rent Assistance Provided
Accounting elimination - Home Forward Affordable units
occupied by voucher holders
Total Rent Assistance Budgeted





2012
56,704,396
2,352,619
1,003,649
3,631,390

$

2013
58,062,254
2,395,743
1,733,951
869,766
3,588,259

431,156

500,000

3,013

70,000

201,803

$

-

308,090
2,270,206
66,906,323

513,952
3,106,976
70,840,901

(2,232,698)

(2,395,759)

64,673,625

$

68,445,142

Housing Choice Voucher expense assumes the number of vouchers leased will be 7,345
while costs increase 2.0% compared to prior year resulting in a $842 thousand increase
combined with a $516 thousand increase to implement rent reform; additional increases
result from $870 thousand in local-blended subsidy expense (new in FY13). VASH
expense increases $730 thousand due to full leasing of new units.
Voucher Port-In activity is projected to decrease in FY 2013 due to implementation of
cross absorption of vouchers between area housing authorities.

o

Administrative Personnel Expense $13.5M, $753 thousand less than FY 2012 Forecast
 Total FTEs for agency funded positions in FY 2013 are budgeted at 252.8. An additional
16.8 FTE are funded directly from tax credit limited partnerships. Combined FTE are
269.6 FTE, a 9.3 FTE reduction from FY 2012.

o

Other Administrative Expense $6.5M, $193 thousand less than FY 2012 Forecast
 Community outreach and other administrative costs for Stephens Creek Crossing
increases expenses $187 thousand.
 Community policing costs for New Columbia were transferred to the New Columbia tax
credit limited partnerships for FY 2013 reducing expenses $160 thousand.
 Winding down two initiatives, Agency Name Change and Web Redesign, decreases
expenses $133 thousand.
 Ending on-site apartment occupancy for Assistant Site Managers in Public Housing
reduces expenses $67 thousand

o

Tenant Services Personnel Expense $1.7M, $61 thousand less than FY 2012 Forecast
 The factors discussed above under Administrative Personnel Expense also apply here.
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o

Other Tenant Services Expenses $2.9M, $553 thousand greater than FY 2012 Forecast
 Families Forward Strategic Initiative expands activity increasing expenses $280 thousand
 Supported services started in FY 2012 for the Bud Clark Commons ramp up to a full
year’s activity increasing expenses $177 thousand. Similarly, Stephens Creek Crossing’s
CSS program increases $138 thousand with a full year’s reported activity.

o

Maintenance Personnel Expense $4.3M, $84 thousand less than FY 2012 Forecast
 The factors discussed above under Administrative Personnel Expense also apply here.

o

Other Maintenance Expenses $5.8M, $848 thousand greater than FY 2011 Forecast
 Maintenance projects in the Affordable and Special Needs portfolio generate the majority
of the increase. $523 thousand of the increase consist of large exterior painting and
external building improvements that will be funded primarily from property reserves.
 Transition of three low income tax credit properties into the Affordable portfolio
increases expenses $117 thousand.
 Public Housing portfolio increases $144 thousand primarily due to painting and a
caulking preventative maintenance project offset by $55 thousand decrease from the
demolition of Hillsdale Terrace.

o

Utilities $4.3M, $198 thousand greater than FY 2012 Forecast
 Utility increases are largely driven by increased sewer and water rates.
 Transition of three low income tax credit properties into the Affordable portfolio
increases expenses $77 thousand offset by $107 thousand decrease from the demolition
of Hillsdale Terrace.

o

Total Inter Agency (IA) Expense ($264 thousand), $35 thousand increase in capitalized
labor compared to FY 2012 Forecast
 This credit represents the cost of labor associated with capital projects that will be moved
to work in progress and capitalized a part of property improvements on the Agency
balance sheet.

o

Depreciation $7.8M, $387 thousand greater than FY 2012 Forecast
 Increased Depreciation Expense is primarily a result of the addition of Bud Clark
Commons Shelter to the Special Needs portfolio adding $117 thousand, three low income
housing tax credit properties to the Affordable portfolio adding $216 thousand and capital
improvements planned for the Public Housing portfolio adding $140 thousand.

o

General $1.0M, $87 thousand less than FY 2012 Forecast
 Decreased General expense is driven by a $106 thousand decrease to Bad Debt Expense.

NET OTHER INCOME (EXPENSE)
o

Investment Income $236 thousand, $248 thousand less than FY 2012 Forecast
 Reduction in Investment Income of $22 thousand is driven by a net $14.2M reduction in
reserve funds during FY 2013 due to greater reserve utilization for PHPI and the MTW
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Initiatives and $51 thousand decrease arising from Mark to Market adjustments
occu2rring in FY 2012.
Decrease in interest income due to one-time receipts of $67 thousand from the Woolsey
Limited Partnership and $57 thousand from Gateway Limited Partnership in FY 2012.

o

Interest Expense $2.7M , $231 thousand less than FY 2012 Forecast
 Refinancing debt will reduce interest expense by $186 thousand for Fairview Oak and
$75 thousand for Rockwood Station. The continued defeasance of Pine Square Bonds
decreases interest expense by $113 thousand. These reductions are offset by increased
interest expense of $139 thousand from debt acquired with three low income housing tax
credit properties added to the Affordable portfolio and $81 thousand from new financing
for Madrona Place.

o

Gain (Loss) on Sale of Assets $0M, $2.1M less than FY 2012 Forecast
PHAB – Scattered Site Sales
Eastwood Court – Rehab Disposal
Other Miscellaneous Disposals
Total Gain on Sale

2012
$ 2,338K $
(203K)
(57K)
$ 2,077K $

2013
0K
0K
0K
0K

NET CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS
o

HUD Nonoperating Contributions $3.5M, $43 thousand less than FY 2012 Forecast
HOPE VI – Stephens Creek Crossing
PH Capital Fund – Cap Fund Bond Pymt
PH Capital Fund – Capital Projects
PH Capital Fund – Martha Washington

o

2013
$ 2,437K
514K
557K
0K
$ 3,508K

Other Nonoperating Contributions $726 thousand, $16.8M less than FY 2012 Forecast
City of Portland – Bud Clark
City of Portland – Stephens Creek Crossing
City of Portland – Ainsworth Court
OHCS – Ainsworth Court
Energy Funds – Bud Clark
Other

o

2012
$ 1,578K
519K
874K
581K
$ 3,552K

2012
$ 14,784K
1,146K
881K
390K
312K
7K
$ 17,520K

2013
$

$

0K
726K
0K
0K
0K
0K
726K

ARRA Nonoperating Contributions $0, $3.3M less than FY 2012 Forecast
 In FY 2012, ARRA grants funded development of Bud Clark Commons. No further
ARRA funding is available.
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OPERATING AND ADMINISTRATIVE
SEGMENT REVIEW
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FY13 Budget Commentary
Rent Assistance
Summary Budget Data
Operating Revenue
Operating Expense
Operating Income Before OH
Allocated Overhead
Operating Income after OH
Reserve Funding
Operating Income after Reserve Funding
Funding Surplus (Deficit)

FY12 Forecast

FY13 Budget

Inc.(Dec.)

75,608,880

76,775,823

1,166,943

72,429,616

76,595,953

4,166,336

3,179,263

179,870

(2,999,393)

2,031,715

1,987,196

(44,519)

1,147,549

(1,807,325)

(2,954,874)

(1,509,565)

1,368,450

2,878,015

(362,016)

(438,875)

(76,859)

(373,365)

(516,798)

(143,433)

o Key Assumptions:
 FTEs – Rent Assistance will reduce 1.6 FTE compared to prior year.
 Section 8 Housing Assistance funding is assumed to be at almost the same rate received
in CY2011 ($607.66 full funding, prorated at 99% with zero inflation compared to 98.8%
proration CY2011), with the addition of 165 Family Unification and relocation vouchers,
and 50 VASH vouchers since 4/1/2011.
 Section 8 Administrative Fees are assumed to be at the same rate as CY2011 but prorated
at 75% (versus 83% proration in CY 2011).
 Voucher Costs are assumed to leave $0.5 million of excess funding available for future
MTW Initiative expenditures.
 GOALS staff funding from Section 8 funds assumes revenue for five staff (three last
year).
o Major Programs/Initiatives/Activities and estimated budget impact
 Moving to Work Initiative funded expenses increase from $1.3 million to $1.8 million.
 The DHS Pilot collaboration was completed in 2011 and 16 households were transferred
to the Housing Choice Voucher program.
o Causes of Year over Year change for major revenue/expense fluctuations
 Operating Revenue is increasing $1.2 million over FY12 forecast due to:
o HUD Subsidies Housing Assistance increases $1.3 million for Housing Assistance
Payment Expenses (including 215 new units), but decreases $236 thousand for
Administrative Fees. The decrease in Administrative Fees is due to projected
proration of 75% compared to 83% in the prior year.
o HUD Subsidies – Public Housing is funding for GOALS staff that comes through the
Public Housing funding allocation.
o HUD Grants increases $54 thousand due to increased Shelter Plus Care and Rent
Assistance FSS funding.
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o State, Local and Other Grants increase $493 thousand primarily for Short-Term Rent
Assistance funding from the City of Portland, Multnomah County and PILOT funds.
o Other Revenue decrease of $290 thousand is primarily due to decreased payments for
Port Ins from other Housing Authorities related to cross-absorption of vouchers with
neighboring agencies.
o ARRA revenue decreases by $109 thousand as the program ends by mid-year.


Operating Expense is increasing $4.2 million over FY12 due to:
o Housing Assistance Payment expense accounts for $3.9 million of the operating
expense increase, correlating to the revenue changes above. Projected voucher leaseup assumes pulling 500 waiting list names, but reducing the lease-up rate from 98%
to 95% during the year.
o Administrative personnel expense declines $54 thousand from FY12.
o Tenant Services expenses increase by $323 thousand, primarily in Contract Services
to implement MTW Initiatives.

o Major Funding Flow Adjustments
 Reserve funding includes two components which currently show a decrease of $2.9
million for FY13 compared to the forecast.
o Reserve funds applied to MTW initiatives increases $657 thousand.
o Reserve funds resulting from excess HAP in FY13 is $549 thousand, compared to
the current forecast total of $2.8 million.

Reserve Funding Summary
FY12 Forecast
FY13 Budget
Reserve Additions FROM
Operations (excess HAP)
Agency Reserves TO Operations
(program funding)
Net Additions/(Uses) of Agency
Reserves
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Incr/(Decr)

2,769,854

549,104

(2,220,750)

(1,260,290)

(1,917,554)

657,264

1,509,564

(1,368,450)

(2,878,014)
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FY13 Budget Commentary
Public Housing
Summary Budget Data
Operating Revenue
Operating Expense
Operating Income Before OH
Allocated Overhead
Operating Income after OH
Reserve Funding
Operating Income after Reserve Funding
Funding Surplus (Deficit)

FY12 Forecast

FY13 Budget

Inc.(Dec.)

17,490,236

16,106,970

(1,383,266)

19,265,501

19,050,148

(215,352)

(1,775,265)

(2,943,178)

2,360,009

2,245,721

(4,135,274)

(5,188,900)

156,582

236,500

(1,167,913)
(114,288)
(1,053,626)
79,918

(3,978,692)

(4,952,400)

(973,708)

(292,076)

(1,112,165)

(820,089)

The Public Housing operating budget for FY13 is projected to have a $1.1 million 0. cash flow
shortfall due to anticipated subsidy proration. Looking at forecast to budget it is important to
point out that the FY 12 forecast includes the operating subsidy 96.7% proration while FY13 is
budgeted at 82%. This is the main cause for the larger funding deficit.
To help mitigate the funding loss, we eliminated 3.5 property manager positions. This reduction
was achieved by collapsing the properties in two portfolios into existing portfolios. We also
removed the property manager position dedicated to overseeing the Bed Bug Task Force and a
part time position dedicated to the scattered site properties While these changes intensify the
responsibility of the remaining property managers, we believe we can still maintain an adequate
level of customer service to our residents.
o Key Assumptions
 Occupancy – Public Housing is assuming 98% occupancy in FY13.
 FTEs – A net reduction of 6.5 FTE which includes:
o The elimination of three positions from the Hillsdale Terrace portfolio
o The elimination of 3.5 FTE in Property Manager positions
 Subsidy Proration – Public Housing assumes an 82% proration for FY13.
 Capital Fund has received a 20% reduction from the prior year.
o Major Programs/Initiatives/Activities and estimated budget impact
 Rent Reform- estimated $80 thousand reduction in rental income. The loss in rental
income is subsidized by MIF funding.
 Reduction in Hillsdale Terrace rental revenue, operating subsidy, and expenses due to
Hope VI.
 Congregate Housing Services Program (CHSP) transitioned out of Northwest Towers
reduces intra agency revenue and offsetting expenses.
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o Cause of Year over Year change for major revenue/expense fluctuations
 Operating Revenue shows a decrease of $1.4 million forecast to budget:
o Dwelling Rental decreases $192 thousand. This is attributed to the loss of revenue at
Hillsdale Terrace combined with the rent decrease projected from rent reform.
o HUD Subsidies Public Housing – a $1.0 million decrease from forecast to budget due
to lower proration of Subsidy in FY13.
o HUD Subsidies Housing Assistance – $170 thousand increase from Section 8 funds
relating to Local Blended Subsidy (LBS) applied to additional Public Housing units.
o HUD Grants decreases $142 thousand due to a 20% reduction in Capital Fund
support of Public Housing administrative costs and $97 thousand due to reduced
utilization of Capital Fund for portfolio’s operating maintenance.
o Intra Agency (IA) Revenue had net decrease of $158 thousand.
 $100 thousand decrease in IA Resident Services Revenue due to the transfer of
CHSP from Northwest Towers to Grace Peck.
 $58 thousand decrease is from changes in budgeted IA between REO workgroups.


Operating Expense shows as decrease of $215 thousand forecast to budget:
o Depreciation expense increases $140 thousand.
o Administrative Personnel decrease $262 thousand due to positions ending in
personnel between Admin, Maintenance and Tenant Services. We see a decrease due
to two “Wage Schedule A” Maintenance Generalist 3s leaving the agency and were
replaced with employees on “Wage Schedule B”.
o Other Administrative Expense – decreases $181 thousand due to Assistant Property
Managers no longer living on-site, no expense budgeted for ACOP rewrite, and a
decrease to administrative expensive such as courtesy patrol and administrative
supplies.
o Other Tenant Service increased $6 thousand due to a $40 thousand addition of
services at The Madrona. We decreased services across other portfolios to offset this
increase. We decreased budgeted activities such as, National Night Out and Hoop–itUp.
o Utilities- an increase of $31 thousand to allow for rate increases for water/sewer,
electricity and natural gas. This assumes no utilities budgeted at Hillsdale Terrace.
o Other Maintenance Expenses increased $144 thousand to address a previously
deferred paint and caulking preventative maintenance project.
o Intra Agency Expense
 Decreased $100 thousand from the loss of CHSP at Northwest Towers.
 Increase $50 thousand for Development Department IA expense.
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FY13 Budget Commentary
Affordable Housing

Summary Budget Data
Operating Revenue
Operating Expense
Operating Income Before OH
Allocated Overhead
Operating Income after OH
Reserve Funding
Operating Income after Reserve Funding
Funding Surplus (Deficit)

FY12 Forecast

FY13 Budget

Inc.(Dec.)

16,324,535

17,202,009

877,474

14,655,917

15,943,146

1,287,228

1,668,618

1,258,863

(409,755)

755,294

683,570

(71,724)

913,324

575,293

(338,031)

313,933

233,634

(80,299)

1,227,257

808,927

(418,330)

827,685

815,308

(12,377)

The Affordable Housing (AH) portfolio includes 36 properties with 3992 units throughout
Multnomah County financed by private debt, public debt, and tax credits. Eight properties
received Public Housing Operating Subsidy. The summary data below is for properties owned by
Home Forward, including the master-leased Special Needs Portfolio (290 units in 31 properties)
and shelter beds (236 beds in 3 properties). It does not include any tax credit partnerships, except
for the unrestricted cash that is generated by the tax credit properties that flows back to Home
Forward. The summary includes the supplemental services budgets for Home Forward’s two
HOPE VI properties (Humboldt Gardens and New Columbia) and for the newly opened Bud
Clark Commons.
AH is a major contributor of revenue to the agency through cash flow from mature properties.
The major challenge for the affordable housing portfolio in the upcoming year is balancing the
agency’s need for cash flow while completing much needed capital improvements at a number of
aging sites.
o Key Assumptions
 One property, Kelly Place LP, transferred ownership to Home Forward in January 2012
when it ended its Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) Year 15 compliance period.
 Two more LIHTC Year 15 properties (Gladstone Square and Yards) are expected to
transfer ownership to Home Forward during the next budget year around January 1; three
months were budgeted from January 1 – March 30, 2013.
 Three supplemental services budgets are included in the affordable housing FY 2013
budget: Bud Clark Commons (first full year), New Columbia, and Humboldt Gardens.
 FTEs – A net add of 4.6 FTE including:
o Although the overall AH FTE levels have increased due to the change in Interagency
Ins and Outs (IAs) for resident services and Real Estate Operations Administration,
the overall capacity has been reduced (by .75 FTE in asset management staffing).
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o Training and Travel: These expenses have been reduced by 9 percent from last year’s
budget.
o Major Programs/Initiatives/Activities and estimated budget impact
 Debt Refinancing – Fairview and Rockwood Station’s refinancing will be complete
prior to FY 13. With a 3.58 percent interest rate locked in on a $12 million loan for
Fairview and a $5 million loan for Rockwood, debt payments will be reduced by $200
thousand annually, which becomes unrestricted cash flow back to Home Forward.
o Cause of Year over Year change for major revenue/expense fluctuations
 Operating Revenue- There were a number of fluctuations that contribute to the current
Operating Revenue increase of $877 thousand.
Factors that contribute to an increase in revenue include:
o Addition of three tax credit limited partnerships to direct Agency ownership in late
FY 2012 and FY 2013.
o Dwelling Rental increases are the result of 2-3% increases to tenant rents.
o The average expected occupancy is 97% - one percentage point higher than last year.
The marketplace is experiencing all-time occupancy highs and rents are getting
pushed accordingly.
Factors that contribute to a decrease in revenue include:
o The 82% proration of public housing operating subsidy for Public Housing units
residing in the affordable housing portfolio significantly skews our overall gross
potential rent average.


Operating Expense is increasing $1.3 million in FY 2013. $308 thousand of this is
depreciation.
Factors that contribute to an increase in expenses include:
o Addition of three tax credit limited partnerships to direct Agency ownership in late
FY 2012 and FY 2013.
o Three resident services coordinators are now budgeted under the property
supplemental budgets. These positions are not new. There is subsequent offsetting in
the resident services department personnel expenses.
o Exterior paint is now being expensed instead of capitalized (change of $700
thousand). The lenders and funders allow for replacement reserves to cover exterior
paint costs. On a case by case basis, this $700 thousand expense will be funded by the
use of reserves.
o A number of maintenance projects within in the Affordable Housing group will be
paid out of both reserves and operating expenses. Based on the AH Capital Needs
Evaluation there are a large number of maintenance projects set to occur over the next
5 years. In FY 2013, we budgeted $1.2 million in rehabilitation projects across 12
properties, which is slightly more than the amount spent in current fiscal year by $150
thousand more. The costs will be borne by the operating budgets and from
replacement reserves.
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o Total Inter-Agency (IA) Expense - There was an overall decrease of $277 thousand.
$230 thousand resulted from stopping Inter-Agency charges between Public Housing,
Affordable Housing and Resident Services departments.
Factors that contribute to a decrease in expenses include:
o The $160 thousand in Courtesy Patrol expense will be assumed by the four New
Columbia partnerships. This was paid out of the New Columbia supplemental budget
last fiscal year.
o Major Funding Flow Adjustments
 Unrestricted Cash to the Agency is expected to be $2.5 million, same as FY 2012 budget.
 New Columbia Supplemental Budget: If the commercial space continues to be subsidized
at the current level ($125 thousand), reserves are anticipated to be spent down at the end
of 2016, assuming a 5 percent increase in expenses.
 Humboldt Gardens Supplemental Budget: Reserves are anticipated to be spent down at
the end of 2016, assuming a 5 percent increase in expenses.
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FY13 Budget Commentary
Resident Services

Summary Budget Data
Operating Revenue
Operating Expense
Operating Income Before OH
Allocated Overhead
Operating Income after OH
Reserve Funding
Operating Income after Reserve Funding
Funding Surplus (Deficit)

FY12 Forecast

FY13 Budget

Inc.(Dec.)

2,920,614

2,798,514

(122,100)

3,189,051

3,157,751

(31,299)

(268,437)

(359,238)

(90,801)

(208,049)

(148,365)

59,685

(60,387)

(210,873)

(150,486)

91,480

210,000

118,520

31,093

(873)

(31,966)

31,432

(15,270)

(46,702)

In Fiscal Year 2013, there will be special emphasis on two major initiatives in Resident Services:
the Community and Supportive Services (CSS) component of the Stephen’s Creek Crossing
development and the Urban Institute study at New Columbia and Humboldt Gardens, which
deepens case management supports and provides services to the children of families participating
in the OHI program. These initiatives both come with grant funding that buffers them from
operational budget cuts and provide a small measure of offset to Real Estate Operations.
Resident Services leadership will also play significant roles in the further planning and
implementation of strategic initiatives, such as Families Forward, Aging at Home and the
Resident Engagement / Neighbor to Neighbor initiatives. Some MTW Initiative Funds (MIF)
will support that work.
Finally, the Resident Services staff will continue the core service coordination work at both
family properties and the high rises for seniors and people with disabilities. One Resident
Services Coordinator position was eliminated in the FY 2013 budget, diminishing some capacity
in this arena.
o Key Assumptions
 Resident Services staffing that is funded from operations was reduced overall by 1.9 FTE
from FY 2012 to FY 2013: one Resident Services Coordinator position and one
administrative position were eliminated
 The Public Housing Set Aside for Resident Service Coordination in high rises is prorated
at 82% and there is a nearly $50,000 reduction in revenue for services from tax credit and
affordable properties.
o Major Programs/Initiatives/Activities and estimated budget impact
 The CSS program for Stephens Creek Crossing adds both staffing (2 FTE) and services
for families during relocation and re-occupancy. The Urban Institute study at New
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Columbia and Humboldt Gardens provide funding to cover approximately 1 FTE of
existing staff positions
Aging at Home: $210 thousand in MTW Initiative funds to pilot aging in place physical
adaptations and to implement policies and procedures

o Cause of Year over Year change for major revenue/expense fluctuations
 Operating Revenue is decreasing $122 thousand over FY 2012 forecast due to:
o Decrease of $44 thousand in HUD subsidy due to 82% proration,
o Increase of $225 thousand in HUD grants is due to the Hillsdale Terrace HOPE VI
CSS award.
o Increase of $45 thousand in State, Local and Other Grants is due to full-year funding
from the Urban Institute grant and a small uptick in Medicaid revenue, which was
down last year because of temporary changes in the Congregate Housing Services
Program (CHSP).
o Decrease in Other Revenue of $40 thousand is due to decreases in resident services at
two tax credit properties and a slight decrease in participant fees collected for CHSP.
 Decrease in Total IA Revenue of $307 thousand, primarily due to the accounting
of service staff at Humboldt Gardens and New Columbia, which is now reflected
in a different part of the agency’s budget.
 Total Operating Expense is decreasing $31 thousand over FY 2012 forecast due to:
o Decrease of $108 thousand in Administration, including the reduction of a .75 FTE
admin position and decreases to department activities
o Tenant Services increase of $33 thousand, due to a reduction in tenant services
personnel expense of $99 thousand and an increase of $132 thousand due to increased
services associated with the CSS grant for Hillsdale Terrace and the Urban Institute
grant.
o Increase of $64 thousand in Maintenance for MIF-funded expenses in support of the
Aging in Home initiative including upgrades related to the conversion of one property
to elderly only; a commercial stove; and developing standard operating procedures at
unit turnover.
o Decrease of $19 thousand in Total IA Expense due to a reduction in time for
accounting on Resident Services grants and activities.


Overhead Allocated –This line item is the shortfall of the cost Resident Services
Department administrative costs ($148 thousand). This deficit is first credited to
Resident Services and then split between Public Housing (60%) and Affordable Housing
(40%). This is a $59 thousand decrease from FY 2012.
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FY13 Budget Commentary
Development and Community Revitalization Department
Summary Budget Data
Operating Revenue
Operating Expense
Operating Income Before OH
Allocated Overhead
Operating Income after OH
Reserve Funding
Operating Income after Reserve Funding
Funding Surplus (Deficit)

FY12 Forecast

FY13 Budget

Inc.(Dec.)

1,104,786

1,025,228

(79,558)

2,319,062

2,088,514

(230,547)

(1,214,276)

(1,063,287)

150,989

815,127

726,695

(88,432)

(2,029,402)

(1,789,982)

239,420

(4,766,779)

(427,000)

4,339,779

(6,796,181)

(2,216,982)

4,579,199

2,465,434

(1,664,465)

(4,129,899)

The Development and Community Revitalization (DCR) department undertakes development of
new affordable rental housing, plus acquisition and rehabilitation of existing affordable housing
properties. Recent activities range from HOPE VI redevelopments to partnerships with other
agencies as a developer to construct new facilities. One new development has a housing
component. Although, the other new development does not contain a housing component, it’s
strategically located near Bud Clark Commons (BCC) and will provide services to the population
served by BCC. Relocation services are provided as necessary (supported by Public Housing
capital grant funds) for the Public Housing portfolio. Additionally, contracted relocation
services are continuing with the Clackamas County Housing Authority. The department earns
Developer Fees to support the costs of development.




Active Projects
Active Projects – total budget
Staff FTE – FY13

6
$143 million
13.3

o Key Assumptions
 FTEs – Because of department reorganization, staff positions will change by (-3.10). The
reorganization is a result of the completion of the sales of scattered site public housing
units, a reduction in the amount of relocation activity currently planned and a reduction in
federal funding. As a result, the Sales Team Principal Broker position ends; changed by
(-0.8). The Relocation Team changed by (-1.0); Relocation Specialist position ends. The
Development Analyst and Program Manager positions will be eliminated in FY13 (-2.0).
The Development Finance Coordinator position, which is currently vacant, is being
supported by a temporary (.20) FTE, an increase to the department for a six month
timeframe. The former Assistant Director of Construction Services will remain as a (.30)
FTE Consultant during the year to assist with projects and transfer portfolio and company
knowledge to his replacement, which increases the department FTE by (.30). A Project
Manager will increase by (.20) due to lead on PH need assessments and HAPerecords.
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The department will continue to utilize Inter-Agency transfers to reflect staffing costs that
are capitalized in real properties or transferred from other departments.
Developer Fees Accrued/Received – Due to the cyclical nature of the department, there is
a significant timing difference when a fee is earned and when payment is received; as
evidenced by the cash surplus on the funding flow FY 2012 budget of $1.497 million,
and the FY 2012 forecast of $2.465 million, followed by the $1.663 million FY 2013
budget cash shortfall. However, for FY13, Developer fee earnings (accrual) of
approximately $0.427 million are a slight percent decrease compared to $0.595 million
FY 2012 forecast, which demonstrates the natural business cycle for the department.
$3.6 million of the previously earned $4.7 million fee for the BCC will be received in
cash receipts Q4 FY 2012.

o Major Programs/Initiatives/Activities and estimated budget impact
 The Hope VI award received in May 2011 for Stephens Creek Crossing (formerly
Hillsdale Terrace) is moving forward in the pre-construction phase. This project will
provide some accrued developer fee and cash upon financial closing of the construction
loan; however, the developer fee will be accrued over the life of the project and the major
cash fee won’t be received until FY15.
 Public Housing Preservation Initiative (PHPI) – DCR continues to investigate financial
strategies to leverage capital improvements in all ten public housing towers. A
disposition application has been submitted for these properties and we are still awaiting
approval notification from HUD. Capital work will be implemented in phases, likely
with the first phase consisting of three properties.
 Bud Clark Commons – Construction completed in May 2011. Home Forward achieved
the required Debt Coverage Ratio for the months of October and November, which entitle
the agency to receive the equity payment from the investors for this project, and fund the
cash payment for developer fee.
 Lifeworks, a recovery program for women has partnered with Home Forward to develop
a new treatment center with housing available for the program participants. This project
will provide a developer fee for the department.
 Multnomah County has awarded a contract to Home Forward to develop a Medical Clinic
at a site identified as U2, which is directly across the street from Bud Clark Commons.
DCR is in the pre-development stage for this project. This project will provide a
developer fee for the department.
o Cause of Year over Year change for major revenue/expense fluctuations
 Operating Revenue is decreasing $80 thousand from FY 2012 forecast due to:
o Developer Fee decrease of $168 thousand
 Due to cyclical nature of projects in the development pipeline and the timing for
earning developer fee. In FY 2012, there were several smaller development
projects $595 thousand; Ainsworth ($195 thousand), Madrona ($205 thousand),
and a small residual for Martha Washington ($9 thousand) and the Bud Clark
Commons ($186 thousand)
 FY 2013 includes a minimal Developer Fee for the Stephens Creek Crossing
project $427 thousand, which will be paid at the financial closing anticipated in
July 2012
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o HUD Grants increase of $83 thousand from FY 2012 forecast
 Administrative Cost associated with the Stephens Creek Crossing project
o IA Revenue increase of $13 thousand
 Due to a change in the methodology for the current budget cycle to use the interagency transfer payroll costing for DCR staff working on the affordable and
special needs agency portfolio
o Other Revenue decrease of $8 thousand
Operating Expense is decreasing $231 thousand from FY 2012 forecast due to:
o Administrative Personnel expense decrease of $274 thousand due to the FTE changes
noted above.
o Other Administrative costs increase of $251 thousand
 Other Professional Fees $58 thousand due to $10 thousand increase for workforce
training monitoring and $48 thousand expected but unidentified cost for
collaborating on the Tower Projects and other new developments
 $12 thousand increase for equipment rental, maintenance and replacements
 $6 thousand increase for printing, postage, package delivery and travel cost
anticipated for networking and establishing new partnerships
 $175 thousand increase for administrative cost for the Stephens Creek Crossing
project, which are offset by revenue shown in the Operating Revenue and Capital
Contribution sections
o Tenant Services expense decrease of $163 thousand due to the FTE changes noted
above and the completion of project initiatives requiring relocation services
o Total IA Expense credit increase of (-$34 thousand) due to:
 Methodology change between REO and DCR collaborating on new developments
and agency portfolio projects ($21 thousand), the project managers increased
allocation to capital projects (-$69 thousand), the increase cost for Accounting
staff ($27 thousand) and the Development staff increased allocation to the
Stephens Creek Crossing project during FY 2012 (-$13 thousand)
o Office Rent – HF allocation decrease of $9 thousand
o General Expenses decrease of $2 thousand
Overhead Allocations have decreased from FY 2012
Net Other Income is decreasing by $130 thousand from FY 2012 forecast due to:
o Changes in the Note Receivable Interest Income and the Provision of the
Uncollectible Note Receivable at New Columbia
Net Capital Contribution is decreasing by $15.6 million from FY 2012 forecast due to:
o Change in the development projects. The winding down of Bud Clark Commons and
the ramping up of Stephens Creek Crossing.

o Major Funding Flow Adjustments
 The cyclical nature of the department is exhibited by the ramping up Stephens Creek
Crossing project, which will earn a $4.3 million developer fee over multiple fiscal years.
However, a portion of the developer fee is expected at financial closing for the Stephens
Creek Crossing project. The other projects in the development pipeline are not targeted
to earn a developer fee, because the projects are still in the conceptual stage.
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The cash to HF net highlights the closeout of projects where developer fee has been
earned and paid and the need for a steadier stream of developer fee projects. The
funding flow deficit results from the following:

Project
Stephens Creek Crossing
Life Works
U2
Gallagher
Williams
Medallion Apts
Total
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Project Budget
52 million
18 million
35 million
17 million
10 million
11 million
143 million
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FY13 Budget Commentary
Administration
Summary Budget Data
Operating Revenue
Operating Expense
Operating Income Before OH
Allocated Overhead
Operating Income after OH
Reserve Funding
Operating Income after Reserve Funding
Funding Surplus (Deficit)

FY12 Forecast

FY13 Budget

Inc.(Dec.)

317,681

312,681

(5,000)

6,762,840

6,435,789

(327,051)

(6,445,159)

(6,123,108)

322,052

(5,754,094)

(5,494,818)

259,277

(691,065)

(628,290)

62,775

748,231

628,290

(119,941)

57,166

0

(57,165)

0

0

(0)

o Department Profile
 Staff FTE – Fiscal Year 2013
44.6
 The Administration group includes the Executive department, Business Services (Human
Resources, Information Technology, and Purchasing), Finance & Accounting and New
Market West Building.
o Key Assumptions
 Staffing decreases 0.4 FTE mainly the result of the Resident Relations Liaison position
not being replaced after staff departure. Duties of this position will now be managed
within the Real Estate Operations department.
 All Administrative costs are allocated to the operating groups:
o Executive department is allocated 25% to each of the four operating groups.
o Business Services is allocated to the operating groups based on budgeted FTEs.
o Accounting & Finance is allocated to the operating groups based on a combination of
selected fixed assets and operating costs.
o Major Programs/Initiatives/Activities and estimated budget impact
 Within Administration, the following Strategic Initiatives will be managed and funded
from MTW Initiative funds as follows:
Community Engagement Initiatives - $95 thousand
Resident Communications - $26 thousand
Moving Youth to Career - $226 thousand
Rent Reform - $12 thousand
 In addition the following Agency initiatives will impact FY 2013:
Name Change - $40 thousand
Web Redesign - $60 thousand
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o Cause of Year over Year change for major revenue/expense fluctuations
 Operating Revenue includes rent charged to the operating groups for New Market West
(NMW) and a HUD Grant for $40 thousand to promote Section 3 procurement practices.
Reduction in revenue in FY 2013 due to lower rent charged for NMW as costs for
building operations will decline.


Operating Expense decreases $327 thousand from FY12 forecast due to:
o MTW and Agency Initiatives mentioned above along with general MTW
administration decreased $102 thousand in FY 2013.
o Administrative personnel decreased $178 thousand due to 0.4 reduction in FTE
combined with reductions in Temporary Help.
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Home Forward
Fiscal Year 2012 Operating Statement by Operating Group

Operating Statement
Dwelling Rental
Non-dwelling Rental
HUD Subsidies -Housing Assistance
HUD Subsidies -Public Housing
HUD Grants
Development Fee Revenue, Net
State, Local & Other Grants
Other Revenue
ARRA Operating Revenue
Total IA Revenue
Total Operating Revenues
PH Subsidy Transfer
Housing Assistance Payments
Administration
Administrative Personnel Expense
Other Admin Expenses
Fees/overhead charged
Tenant Services
Tenant Svcs Personnel Expense
Other Tenant Svcs Expenses
Maintenance
Maintenance Personnel Expense
Other Maintenance Expenses
Utilities
Total IA Expense
Depreciation
General
Impairment Charge
Total Operating Expenses
Operating Income (Loss)
Total Overhead Allocations
Operating Income (Loss) after Overhead
Reserve Funding
Operating Income (Loss) after Reserve Fun
Investment Income
Interest Expense
Amortization
Investment in Partnership Valuation Charge
Gain (Loss) on Sale of Assets
Chg in Derivative Contract Value
Net Other Income (Expense)
HUD Nonoperating Contributions
Other Nonoperating Contributions
ARRA Nonoperating Contributions
Nonoperating contributions made
Reserve Funded Capital Contributions
Net Capital Contributions
Other Equity Changes
Net Changes
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Rent
Assistance

Public
Housing

Affordable
Housing

Resident
Services

Development Administration

Reserves

Elimination

Total HAP

65,967,822
57,472
4,230,240
2,972,402
3,173,634
300,000
74,252
76,775,823
70,840,901

4,249,392
265,326
267,495
9,017,496
753,079
516,036
1,038,146
16,106,970
1,993,121
-

10,798,802
1,004,203
3,177,194
368,718
89,589
369,492
985,682
408,329
17,202,009
35,760

215,131
1,042,593
664,508
130,080
746,201
2,798,514
-

9,830
497,007
427,000
6,000
85,390
1,025,228
-

268,766
40,000
3,915
312,681
-

-

(2,170,000)
(284,380)
(261,519)
(220,891)
(124,970)
(2,352,318)
(5,414,078)
(220,891)
(2,431,519)

12,878,194
1,263,745
69,150,992
9,437,927
6,652,508
427,000
4,006,402
4,690,377
300,000
108,807,146
1,772,229
68,445,142

3,981,743
478,141
144,745

2,604,467
709,072
35,059

963,325
3,014,213
35,059

282,579
139,738
-

1,361,018
481,816
59,627

4,299,526
1,750,721
-

-

(44,690)
(274,490)

13,492,659
6,529,010
-

378,463
565,314

175,063

332,004
419,198

907,536
1,596,995

81,463
-

187,799

-

167,393
24,596
14,655
76,595,953
179,870
1,987,196
(1,807,325)
1,368,450
(438,875)
-

4,124,519
1,647,126
2,232,180
1,230,399
3,898,252
400,890
19,050,148
(2,943,178)
2,245,721
(5,188,900)
236,500
(4,952,400)
1,350
(80,712)
(79,362)
557,456
2,050,000
2,607,456
-

181,600
4,005,537
1,973,187
966,359
3,491,902
525,002
15,943,146
1,258,863
683,570
575,293
233,634
808,927
154,904
(2,401,218)
(39,656)
(2,285,970)
-

84,000
146,903
3,157,751
(359,238)
(148,365)
(210,873)
210,000
(873)
-

(438,875)

(2,424,305)

(1,477,043)

(873)

(31,843)
136,419
14
2,088,514
(1,063,287)
726,695
(1,789,982)
(427,000)
(2,216,982)
1,906
(183,564)
(181,658)
2,950,687
725,703
5,146,511
8,822,901
6,424,261

121,906
83,344
(390,623)
322,120
60,997
6,435,789
(6,123,108)
(5,494,818)
(628,290)
628,290
77,639
(6,648)
(4,248)
66,743
66,743

(2,249,875)
(2,249,875)
(7,196,511)
(7,196,511)
(9,446,386)

(85,790)
(4,380)
(2,352,318)
(51,614)
(5,465,692)
51,614
51,614
51,614
51,614

1,699,467
2,944,369
4,306,119
5,772,779
4,284,331
(263,729)
7,821,676
1,001,558
117,805,609
(8,998,464)
(8,998,464)
(8,998,464)
235,799
(2,672,142)
(43,904)
(2,480,247)
3,508,143
725,703
4,233,846
(7,244,865)
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Home Forward
Fiscal Year 2011 Funding Flow Analysis by Operating Group

Funding Flow Analysis

Rent
Assistance

Public
Housing

(1,807,325)

(5,188,900)

Real Estate Portfolio
Affordable Housing Properties Operating Act
Revenue from Properties to AH Department
Unrestricted Cash to HAP
Net Replacement Reserve Activity (New Mar
Net Replacement Reserve Activity (Special N

(48,269)
-

(18,672)
-

Financing/Investment Activity
Investment Income - Unrestricted
Principal & Interest - Special Needs
Principal & Interest - New Market West

(38,752)

Capital Acquisitions
IT Equipment and Software

(15,498)

Non-Cash Operating Activity
Developer Fee Revenue
Depreciation Expense

24,596

Affordable
Housing
575,293

Resident
Services

Development Administration

(210,873)

(1,789,982)

(2,469,276)
(713,655)
2,459,797
(7,042)
(21,958)

(5,607)
-

(18,810)
-

1,350
(14,991)

(179,417)
(5,654)

(4,501)

(25,704)

(3,370)

(4,288)

3,898,252

946,955

-

236,500
-

233,634
-

210,000
-

815,308

(15,270)

(628,290)

Reserves

Elimination

Total HAP

-

51,614

(8,998,464)

-

-

-

(2,469,276)
(713,655)
2,459,797
(98,400)
(21,958)

27,250
(15,102)

-

-

-

28,600
(179,417)
(79,000)

(4,240)

-

-

-

(53,100)

(427,000)
136,419

-

-

(51,614)

(427,000)
4,954,608

-

-

427,000
233,634
2,722,798
169,546
(549,104)
40,000
60,000
-

-

-

(2,493,389)

Operating Activity Funded by Cash Reserves
Developer Fee - Cash to HAP(Net)
Developer Fee - Reserved
Other Project - Reserve Funded
Iris Court - Project Ops - RE Reserve Funde
New Columbia Support Services
MTW Special Initiates Fund
MTW Administration
Excess Section 8
Historical Pilot Funding *
Unrestricted Reserves Funded
Agency Name Change
HAP Web Redesign
PHPI Funded
Public Housing Repair/Modernization
ARRA Administration
Funding Excess or (Shortfall)

1,917,554
(549,104)
(516,798)

(1,112,165)

427,000
(1,664,465)

358,744
169,546
40,000
60,000
-

Resident Services results are included in Public Housing Cash Flow discussion of page 4

Fiscal Year 2012 Full-Time Equivalent Changes by Operating Group
Rent
Assistance
FY 2013 Budgeted FTE
FY 2012 Budgeted FTE
Changes
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62.0
63.6
(1.6)

Public
Housing
99.0
105.5
(6.5)

Affordable
Housing
18.3
13.8
4.5

Resident
Services
15.7
17.6
(1.9)

Development Administration
13.3
16.4
(3.1)

44.6
45.0
(0.4)

Agency
Funded
252.8
261.9
(9.1)

Limited
Partnerships
16.8
17.0
(0.2)

Agency
Managed
269.6
278.9
(9.3)
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Attachment 1
MTW INITIATIVES
FY13 BUDGET SUMMARY

INITIATIVE

DESCRIPTION

Capital Improvements

Fund improvements to the Public Housing portfolio.

Action for Prosperity

FY12
FORECAST

500,000

$ 2,100,000

In collaboration with community partners, transition participants into employment
within two years by providing access to stable housing, case management, and
priority access to workforce services.

596,114

644,700

New STRA Funding

In collaboration with community partners, provide limited housing assistance to
eligible households in Multnomah County who are at risk of eviction, are newly
homeless, or are experiencing immediate crises in their housing.

408,908

572,250

Families Forward-Economic Opportunity

Work with community partners to extend economic advancement opportunities to
the households we serve.

173,181

439,104

Families Forward-Youth Initiatives

Working with community partners, initiative supports kindergarten readiness,
enrollment and attendance; creates early childhood centers at two of our HOPE VI
properties; increases college exposure and provides work readiness opportunities
for high school and post-secondary youth; invests in structured work experiences
at Home Forward and ongoing internship opportunities.

150,000

225,750

Aging at Home

Helps our elderly and disabled population age-in-place by maintaining their quality
of life without having to move to more expensive assisted care environments.

92,000

210,000

Planning & Evaluation - MTW General

Provides funding to meet reporting requirements and provide program
assessments as required by the Moving to Work program.

151,225

169,546

Neighbor 2 Neighbor

A pilot grant program for resident groups from our public or affordable housing
communities. Resident groups submit applications for grant funds to improve their
community livability and reinforce community values.

41,500

94,669

Rent Reform

Modifies standard HUD rental policies to encourage employment, self-sufficiency
and operating efficiency. Home Forward will implement Rent Reform effective
April 1, 2012.

151,791

96,075

Local Blended Subsidy (LBS)

LBS uses a blend of MTW Section 8 and public housing operating funds to
subsidize rental units. Leveraging subsidy allows for a more adequate revenue
stream and increases the number of households that can be served. Funds will
pay for the LBS implementation costs.

67,403

52,500

VASH Security deposits

Initiative addresses a serious barrier to successful use of VASH vouchers by
providing security deposits for homeless veterans leasing units requiring deposits.

48,216

52,500
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Attachment 1

DESCRIPTION

INITIATIVE

Landlord Guarantee Fund

Encourages increased landlord participation in the Section 8 program to improve
the rate of successful lease up for voucher holders. Reimburse landlords for
damage to units caused by Section 8 participants and for unexpected vacancies
when owners did not receive proper notice.

Resident Communications

Conduct resident survey to identify best practices for ongoing resident
communications and implement recommendations.

Landlord Incentive Fund

FY12
FORECAST

FY 13
BUDGET

6,513

52,500

30,000

26,250

Attract new landlords and units in low poverty areas to the Housing Choice
Voucher program. Eligible units must be located in zip codes considered lowpoverty areas and not have had a Housing Choice Voucher tenant in the prior 24
months.

-

21,000

Domestic Violence Transfer Funds

In collaboration with other MTW-authorized housing authorities and the local
domestic violence service system, Implement an inter-jurisdictional transfer
program to assist participants who are victims of domestic violence relocate to
cities outside Multnomah County. Home Forward will provide up to $2,000 in
relocation assistance for up to five households per year.

-

10,500

DHS Pilot

Program is ending in FY 2012

204,633

-

Agency Based Assistance

Program is ending in FY 2012

86,763

-

$ 2,708,247

$ 4,767,344

TOTAL - MTW INITIATIVES
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Attachment 2

Subsidy Proration Trends*
Actual Funding Year

CY06

CY07

CY08

CY09

CY10

CY11

CY12

Section 8 Voucher Funding

94.6%

105.0%

101.5%

99.1%

99.5%

98.8%

99.0%

Section 8 Admin Fees

100.6%

101.5%

90.3%

90.2%

92.8%

83.6%

75.0%

Public Housing Op Subsidy

86.0%

83.4%

89.0%

88.4%

103.0%

100.0%

82.0%

*Proration represents percentage of full funding under HUD's program formula.
Percentages below 100% represent inadequate federal budget appropriations
based on HUD's program formulas.
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Attachment 3

Acronym Key
ACOP: Admission and Condition Operating Plan document that establishes guidelines for determining
Public Housing eligibility and occupancy.

HAP: Housing Assistance Payment - amount of
money Section 8 pays to a landlord on behalf of the
tenant

AH: Affordable Housing - properties owned in whole
or in part by Home Forward that are managed by
outside management companies

HUD: US Department of Housing and Urban
Development

ARRA: American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 2009 economic stimulus legislation that included
funding Home Forward received through HUD
Congregate Care: Programs that provide services to
help elderly and disabled residents maintain their
independence.
CSS: Community & Supportive Services – resident
services tied to a HOPE VI property
CY: Calendar Year - the year running from January 1
to December 31 (as opposed to fiscal year)
DCR: Development and Community Revitalization –
Home Forward’s department for managing
rehabilitation, redevelopment and new construction of
Home Forward properties; DCR is also a financial
acronym that stands for Debt Coverage Ratio, which
is used to measure annual debt payments compared
to a property’s operating income
ETAP: Evening Training Apprenticeship Program Pre-apprenticeship training program run by Portland
Community College.
FSS: Family Self-Sufficiency - HUD programs that
seek to increase the skills of participants and enable
them to obtain employment
FTE: Full-Time Equivalent - a measure of how many
full-time employees an organization has that is
arrived at by adding all positions, including those that
are part-time
FY: Fiscal Year - the 12-month accounting year;
Home Forward’s fiscal year runs from April 1 to
March 31 (as opposed to calendar year)
GOALS: Greater Opportunities to Advance, Learn
and Succeed - a Home Forward program that
provides Section 8 and Public Housing clients with
five years of supportive services as they work toward
economic independence
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IA: Inter-Agency Revenue/Expense - direct cost
transfer between departments and operating groups
KNAC: Key Not a Card - a permanent supportive
housing pilot at public housing properties, supported
by funds from the City of Portland
MIF: MTW Initiatives Fund – Home Forward funding
source for significant initiatives, funded from prior
year excess Section 8 proceeds
MTW: Moving to Work - a national program
authorized by Congress and administered by HUD
that allows certain regulatory flexibilities to some 30
participating housing authorities
PERS: Public Employee Retirement System
PH: Public Housing – Home Forward owned and
operated subsidized housing supported by HUD
funding
PHAB: Public Housing Asset Building - initiative
disposing of public housing scattered site properties
to raise capital for repair and replacement of public
housing units
PHPI: Public Housing Preservation Initiative – Home
Forward’s restructuring of its Public Housing
portfolio to (1) replace inefficient units, (2) address
capital needs, and (3) return unused Public Housing
subsidy (“banked units”) to the portfolio
PILOT: Payment In Lieu of Taxes - payments
negotiated with local municipalities to cover city
services normally funded by property taxes.
Currently, contracts provide for reinvestment of
these funds into Short-Term Rent Assistance.
Shelter Plus Care -- a federal rent assistance
program for homeless persons with disabilities
provided in connection with supportive services
funded from sources outside the program.
STRA: Short-Term Rent Assistance - a program
administered by Home Forward that disperses
funding from public sector partners to agencies that
64
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provide assistance to families experiencing
homelessness or in danger of losing their housing
REO: Real Estate Operations- Home Forward group
that includes the Public Housing, Affordable Housing,
and Resident Services departments.
ROSS: Resident Opportunities and Self Sufficiency
Grant Program - HUD program that funds staff to
coordinate community resources with public housing
residents’ needs.
VASH: Veterans Affairs Supportive Housing - Section
8 vouchers for homeless veterans referred by
Veterans Affairs
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STAFF REPORT

To:

From:

Board of Commissioners

Date:

Rachel Langford, Resident
Services Program Supervisor

Subject:

March 20, 2012
New Columbia Spring Break
Update

The Resident Services team at New Columbia/Tamarack is building off of last year’s
successful Spring Break collaboration by hosting another week of activities and events for
kids of all ages living at New Columbia/Tamarack. The goal for the planning committee,
which consisted of staff leaders from Home Forward, the Boys and Girls Club, University
Park Community Center (UPCC) and Rosa Parks School, is to provide structured and safe
activities each day of the week, starting with a kick off event the Friday preceding the
Break.
New Columbia community police officers were included in the planning and will be present
at the kick off and involved in the events throughout the week. The officers will utilize and
promote their regularly scheduled monthly public safety meeting at New Columbia in
March to talk with residents about keeping the community safe during Spring Break while
promoting the activities that have been planned.
The attached calendar includes activities specific to Spring Break. The Resident Services
team will be fully engaged with youth and families throughout the week in addition to all
regularly scheduled programming at UPCC and the Boys and Girls Club. Additionally, the
team of youth case managers and outreach workers hired to work with school-aged kids
through the Opportunity Housing Initiative program as part of the Urban Institute
demonstration project will continue their weekly boys and girls support groups and tutoring
while adding some special projects and activities for the week of Spring Break.
This collaboration for Spring Break among partners and our police officers sets the stage
for a safe and fun summer vacation. Collaboration across both properties focusing on the
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times when kids are out of school is strong and planning for summer vacation begins next
month.
Attachments: New Columbia/Tamarack Spring Break flier and calendar.

2
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SPRING BREAK KICK OFF !
Sign Up for Spring Break Field Trips! Parents & Kids welcome!
Friday, March 23rd: At the Boys & Girls Club 7pm-8:30pm

Family Fun Day!
Carnival Games & Arts & Crafts! Parents welcome!
Monday, March 26th: At the Boys & Girls Club 3pm-5:30pm

Staff VS. Kids DODGEBALL TOURNAMENT!
Tuesday, March 27th: At the University Park Community Center 1:30-3pm
AND Afternoon Movie 3pm-5pm

JJ JUMP!!!* Wednesday, March 28th* 10am-2pm
CAREER DAY!*

Thursday, March 29th*
Explore Intel & Nike! (8th –12th Graders only)

Spring DANCE! Friday, March 30th
At the Boys & Girls Club 3pm-5pm (1st-5th Graders only)

* You must pre– register for these events! Space is LIMITED! You can do so at
the KICK OFF event on Friday, March 23rd.
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COME HEAR ABOUT:

Spring Break
Planning and
Programming
Wednesday, March 21st
6:30 pm – 7:30 pm
New Columbia
Community Education
Center
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• Portland Police
Bureau’s plan to
support the
community during
Spring Break
• Activities at The
Rec and Boys and
Girls Club
• How neighbors can
work together to
keep the community
safe
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Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Spring Break Kick
Off
Boys & Girls Club
7:00-8:30pm

25

26
Family Fun Day
Boys & Girls Club
3:00-5:30
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27
Dodge Ball Tournament
Movie & Popcorn
University Park
1:30-5:00

28
JJ Jump Field Trip
10:15-3:15

29
High School Career
Day!
Explore Nike & Intel
(8th-12th grade)

30

31
Spring Dance
Boys & Girls Club
3:00-5:00 (1st-5th
grade)
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Procurement & Contracts Department

Contract #

Contractor

MONTHLY CONTRACT REPORT

Contract Amount

Contracts Approved 1/1/12 - 2/29/12

Description

Department

Execution
Date

Expiration Date

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

C1104

Colliers International Valuation &
Advisory Services

$3,000

Provide Additional Market Study for
Stephens Creek Crossing

DCR

1/12/2012

3/31/2012

C1093

Bryan Potter Design

$15,000

On-Call Graphic Design IRFP 11/11-146

Executive

1/13/2012

12/19/2012

C1091

Twirl Advertising and Design

$25,000

On-Call Graphic Design IRFP 11/11-146

Executive

1/13/2012

12/19/2012

C1101

Wannamaker Consulting Incorporated

$65,625

Environmental Services for the
LifeWorks Project - Public Notice for
Exemption

DCR

1/17/2012

1/9/2013

C1105

Kay Reid

$15,500

Provide English as a Second Language
and Community Orientation Classes at
New Columbia - IRFP 01/12-148

REO

1/18/2012

1/22/2013

C1102

Janus Youth

$5,000

REO

1/18/2012

1/14/2013

C1113

Bob Schroeder

$20,000

DBS

2/6/2012

12/31/2012

C1114

Bob Schroeder

$20,000

DBS

2/6/2012

12/31/2012

C1108

Ash Creek Associates Incorporated

$5,400

Complete a Geotechnical Engineering
Report for Proposed Redevelopment
located at 220 NE Beech Street

DCR

2/6/2012

3/31/2012

C1112

Lead Solutions

$26,910

Lead Based Paint Testing at Thirteen
Public Housing Sites - IRFB 12/11-147

REO

2/14/2012

6/30/2012

DCR

2/15/2012

7/31/2013

Consultant to Create Health Promotion
and Food Security Plan for Stephens
Creek Crossing
Project Management Duties as Required
for Ashcreek Commons Envelope Repair
Project - Emergency
Project Management Duties as Required
for Willow Tree Apartments Envelope
Repair Project - Emergency

C1110

Kilmer Voorhees & Laurick

$99,000

Provide Legal Advice in All Matters
Relating to Possible Litigation With Tom
Walsh and/or Tom Walsh & Company
for Construction Defects at Willow Tree
Apartments - Emergency

C1118

Probity Builders

$30,000

Target Business Technical Assistance at
Stephens Creek Crossing IRFP
01/12-154

DBS

2/22/2012

216/2013

C1103

Western Realty Advisors Incorporated

$5,000

Market Study for Project Network Vacant
Land Parcel Located on Beech Street

DBS

2/22/2012

3/12/2012

C1123

Multivista

$29,199

Construction Photography for Stephens
Creek Crossing Sole Source

DCR

2/29/2012

3/31/2012
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CONSTRUCTION SERVICES

C1096

Beaverton Plumbing

$41,990

Boiler Replacement at Holgate House IRFB 11/11-145

DCR

1/9/2012

4/30/2012

REO

2/27/2012

Ongoing

On-Call Writing Pool

Executive

2/1/2012

4/20/2013

Extends Contract Expiration Date to
Provide Assessment and
Recommendations for Home Forward
Information Technology Environment

Executive

2/10/2012

1/31/2013

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (MOU)

C1111

Jewish Family and Child Service

n/a

Home Visits - Easily Accessed
Counseling Services for Seniors and
People With Disabilities

AMENDMENTS TO EXISTING CONTRACTS

C0934-1

James Trapp

$15,000

C0682-2

ieSolutions

C0830-1

Alternative Communications Services

$98,000

Extends Contract Expiration Date for
Telecom Support

DBS

2/10/2012

12/31/2012

C1061-1

Nomarco

$300

Fungicide Application - Madrona
Apartments

DCR

2/20/2012

12/31/2011 *

C0420-5

Michael Willis Architects

$34,818

Additional Shoring and Grading for
Stephens Creek Crossing

DCR

2/27/2012

3/31/2014

C0283-5

Impact Northwest

$28,066

Extends Contract Expiration Date for
Resident Services Coordinator

REO

2/28/2012

7/15/2012

C0852-10

Walsh Construction

$135,822

Extends Contract Expiration Date for
Renovation of Ainsworth Court
Apartments

DCR

2/29/2012

10/30/2012

Executive

1/1/2012

6/30/2012

C0954-1

Kristina Smock

Extends Contract Expiration Date for
Resident and Participant Research as
Part of the Development of Our New
Strategic Directions

T0692-2

Works Partnership Architecture

Extends Contract Expiration Date for
On-Call Contract for Architectural
Services

DBS

1/1/2012

12/31/2012

C0322-10

Holst Architecture

Extends Contract Expiration Date for
A&E - Bud Clark Commons

DCR

1/1/2012

12/31/2012

C0639-2

Human Solutions

Extends Contract Expiration Date to
Provide Rockwood Residents and
Community Services to residents at
Rockwood Station and Rockwood
Landing

REO

1/1/2012

12/31/2012

C0631-2

Stoel Rives

Extends Contract Expiration Date for OnCall Legal Services

Executive

1/1/2012

12/31/2012

C0560-2

Pacific Innovations

Extends Contract Expiration Date for OnCall Flooring Services

DBS

1/1/2012

7/31/2012

C0490-4

A+ Child Care To You

Extends Contract Expiration Date to
Provide On-Site Childcare at Various
Locations

REO

1/5/2012

3/31/2012

C0645-2

Language Fusion

Extends Contract Expiration Date for
Language Interpretation and Translation
Services

DBS

1/6/2012

12/31/2012

C0569-2

City of Portland - Bureau of Purchasing

Extends Contract Expiration Date for
City of Portland IGA to Continue to
Monitor the Home Forward Workforce
Hiring & Training Program

DBS

1/9/2012

12/31/2012
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*

Weatherization Revenue Funds for
Windows - Schrunk Riverview Tower

DCR

1/12/2012

12/31/2012

Cascadia Behavioral Healthcare

Extends Contract Expiration Date for
Resident Service Coordination for The
Jeffery

REO

1/23/2012

3/31/2012

T0393-1

Interface Engineering Incorporated

Extends Contract Expiration Date for
On-Call (Task Order) Contract - Low
Voltage Electrical Engineering

DCR

1/24/2012

12/31/2012

C0133-7

Impact NW

Congregate Services Housing Program

REO

1/25/2012

10/31/2012

C0632-2

Harrang Long Gary Rudnick P.C.

Extends Contract Expiration Date for OnCall Legal Services

DBS

1/25/2012

12/31/2012

C1051-1

Multnomah County Community Services
Division

C0655-2

$117,161

$651,523

Final Work Item and Administrative
Details Following Substantial Completion
Date
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PHPI: Activity and Investment Summary as of January 31, 2012
Relocation
Project
Relocation to Date
Relocation Remaining

0

TOTAL RELOCATION

1

Unit Size
2
3

4

0
0

4
0

11
0

136
0

11
0

0

4

11

136

11

S8
80

Means of relocation
Private
Purch.
15
5

PH
54

Other
8

Total
162
0
162

Sales
Project
Actual Sales to Date
Projected Sales on Remaining Portfolio(9)
Subtotal for PHPI Initiative
Homes Remaining in HAP's Portfolio(5)

0

1

0
0

TOTAL SALES - PROJECTED

Unit Size
2
3
4
11 128
8
4
11 136
(8)
4
11 128

4
10
1
11
11

Total
Units
153
9
162
(8)
154

Total
Properties
141
9
150
(8)
142

$
$
$
$
$

Gross
Proceeds
28,170,676
1,363,000
29,533,676
(1,205,000)
28,328,676

$
$
$
$
$

Net
Proceeds
26,779,406
1,270,316
28,049,722
(1,123,060)
26,926,662

$
$
$
$

Internal
Costs
1,232,743
(6,859.71)
1,225,884
1,225,884

$
$
$
$
$

Net to
HAP
25,546,663
1,277,176
26,823,838
(1,123,060)
25,700,778

1:1 Replacement
Project
Current
The Jeffrey
Martha Washington(6)
Bud Clark Commons(8)
Rockwood Station
Madrona Place Apts(7)
SUB-TOTAL:

0

1

Unit Size
2
3

4

20
25
30
3
3

75

25
20
45

22
22

0

Yet to Replace

# of New
PH Units

Total
Units

Total
Proj. Cost

20
25
30
25
45
145

80
108
130
195
45
558

$
$
$
$
$
$

16,600,000
18,043,118
46,951,074
271,514
4,566,487
86,432,193

129
29
158

$
tbd
$

52,779,058

Total
$/Unit

$

207,500
167,066
361,162
1,392
101,477
154,896

$ / New
PH Unit

101,477
49,657

$
$
$
$
$

1,308,427
1,217,500
107,920
4,566,487
7,200,334

409,140

$
$
$

661,815
17,241
216,752

$
$
$

8,603,595
500,000
9,103,595

564,036

Avg. Invest.
per PH unit
$
87,187

$

16,303,929

$
$
N/A
$
$

52,337
40,583

Total
Investments

9

Potential
Stephens Creek Crossing(3)
Lifeworks Northwest
SUB-TOTAL:

TOTAL REPLACEMENT:

3
3

0

75

6

13
13

58

13
13

35

0

0

13
29
42

187

716

$

52,779,058

139,211,251

409,140
$

$

Capital Improvements
Project
Misc Upgrades
Sweet 16
Demar Downs ADA - Sweet 16 addtnl scope
Tower Trio (Gallagher, Medallion, Williams)
Eliot Square - part of the Fam4
Fam4 (Carlton, Eastwood, Lexington)
Home Forward
Board ofCAPITAL
Commissioners
Packet
TOTAL
IMPROVEMENTS:
March 2012

# of
PH Units
tbd
296
N/A
281
30
75

$
$
$
$
$
$

Total
Proj. Cost
452,200
12,075,341
187,200
35,280,892
1,461,750
3,935,615

682

$

53,392,998

Moving to
HAP
Work Initiative PHPI Proceeds
$
885,000
$
46,800
$
3,000,000
$
500,000 $
951,000
$
2,059,300
74
$

500,000

$

6,942,100

ARRA Administration
Positions

TOTAL ARRA ADMINISTRATION:

# of
Positions
10

Total
Proj. Cost
$

659,891

NET PROCEEDS AVAILABLE

HAP
Proceeds
$

137,382

$

2,317,367

(1) Net Proceeds are Gross Proceeds net of sales commissions, concessions, title and escrow fees and any other costs paid from escrow.
Net Proceeds do not include internal selling costs ($1,232,743 through January 2012).
(2) Included are four units sold through the American Dream Homeownership program.
(3) Formerly known as Hillsdale Terrace. 68 total PH units; replaces existing 60 units, 13 are new. PHPI encompasses 1:1 replacement as well as capital improvements.
(4) The Property Count now includes 2 of the four units sold through the American Dream Homeownership program.
The property sales occurred prior to the sales team initiative and were included in the unit count, but not the property count on prior reports.
(5) HAP has committed to retaining 7 properties for future project relocation, which is included in the projected sales at $1,015,000. Additionally, a property
with a longtime tenant included at a projected sales amount of $190,000 will remain in HAP's portfolio. Therefore, approximately $1,205,000 of the projected
gross proceeds is not available to HAP for future projects.
(6) HAP has submitted an RHF Plan to HUD requesting that RHF Funding in excess of our New Columbia Debt Service be used for the Martha Washington project.
HUD's approval of this plan would enable HAP to replenish PHPI funding in the amount of $581,121.75. The actual PHPI funds for this project was $1,308,427.25 rather than $1,902,000.
(7) Formerly known as Jeanne Anne Apts
(8) Formerly known as Resource Access Center
(9) Projected Internal Costs are offset by Asset Repositioning Fee Revenue
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Households Served
Households Served Through Housing Supports February 2012
Rent Assistance
Rent Assistance Vouchers - Home Forward Funded
Tenant Based Vouchers
Project Based Vouchers
Single Room Occupancy (SRO)/MODS
Veterans Affairs Supportive Housing (VASH)
Rent Assistance - PORT IN From Other Jurisdiction
Short Term Rent Assistance Programs
Shelter + Care
Locally Funded Short Term Rent Assistance
MIF Funded Short Term Rent Assistance
Work Systems Inc. - Agency Based Rent Assistance

All Programs
8,716
01 - Tenant Base
02 - Project Base
03 - SRO/MODs
04 - VASH Vouch
06 - Portability

6,306
1,318
477
192
423

Moving to Work
Programs
7,624
6,306
1,318

11

572
306
49
50

Total Rent Assistance

1,092

477
192
423
977

05 - Shelter Plus

Non-MTW Programs

99

878
572
306

49
50
9,693

7,723

1,970

Subsidized Housing Units
Public Housing Units Occupied
Traditional Public Housing units Occupied
Public Housing units Occupied - Local Blended Subsidy
Public Housing units Occupied - in Owned Affordable
Public Housing units Occupied - in Tax Credit Affordable
Affordable Housing Units Occupied (excluding PH subsidized)
Affordable Housing Units - Tenant Based Vouchers
Affordable Housing Units - Shelter + Care
Affordable Housing Units - Project Based Vouchers
^
Affordable Housing Units - HUD Multi-Family Project Based
Affordable Housing Units - VASH Vouchers
Affordable Housing Units - Agency Based Rent Assistance
Affordable Housing Units - Section 8 Port In
Affordable Housing Units - Unassisted

2,447

2,447

12 - Traditional P
13

1,912
-

1,912
-

14 - Public Housi
15 - Public Housi

64
471

64
471
3,351

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Special Needs
Special Needs Units **
Special Needs (Shelter Beds)
Total Households Occupying Housing Units
Total Housing Supports Provided to Household
Household Occupying Affordable Unit/Receiving Home Forward Rent Assistance
Total Households Served

3,351

3,351

535
152
349
488
39
56
1,732

535
152
349
488
39
56
1,732
526

526

290
236

290
236
6,324

2,447

3,877

16,017
(1,131)
14,886

10,170

5,847
(1,131)
4,716

10,170

Notes:
^
**

Consists of Grace Peck Terrace, Multnomah Manor, Plaza Townhomes, Rosenbaum Plaza, St. Johns Woods, Unthank Plaza
Special Needs are physical units as occupancy levels that are not reported to Home Forward by service providers master leasing these properties.
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Total Households Served: Rent Assistance and Occupied Housing Units February 2012
Households Receiving Rent Assistance
Only ^^
8,562
57%

Public Housing Units Occupied
2,447
16%

Households Receiving Rent Assistance
and Occupying Affordable Housing Units
1,131
8%

Affordable Housing Units Occupied HUD Multi-Family Project Based
Subsidized ^
488
3%

Affordable Housing Units Occupied Unassisted
1,732
12%

Special Needs (Shelter Beds)
236
2%

^ Consists of Grace Peck Terrace, Multnomah Manor, Plaza Townhomes, Rosenbaum Plaza, St. Johns Woods, Unthank Plaza

Special Needs Units **
290
2%

Total Households Served 14,886

** Special Needs are physical units as occupancy levels that are not reported to Home Forward by service providers master leasing these properties.
^^ Includes Section 8 and Short Term Rent Assistance Programs.
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Home Forward - Dashboard Report For February of 2012
Property Performance Measures
1

40

40

0

1

0

15

15

10

0

0

40

Occupancy

Public Housing
Public Housing Mixed Financed Owned *
Public Housing Mixed Finance Tax Credit *
Total Public Housing
Affordable Owned with PBA subsidy
Affordable Owned without PBA subsidy
Total Affordable Owned Housing
Tax Credit Partnerships
Total Affordable Housing
Eliminate Duplicated PH Properties/Units
Combined Total PH and AH
Special Needs (Master Leased)
Special Needs (Shelter Beds)
Total with Special Needs

Number of
Properties
38
2
8
48
6
11
17
20
37
-10
75
33
2
110

Physical
Units
1,999
65
472
2,536
496
1204
1,700
2,286
3,986
-537
5,985
290
236
6,511

Rentable
Units
1,976
65
472
2,513
496
1,204
1,700
2,286
3,986
-537
5,962
290
236
6,488

Vacant
Units
87
2
2
91
8
43
51
49
100
-4
187

Occupancy
Percentage
95.6%
100.0%
99.6%
96.4%
98.4%
96.4%
97.0%
97.9%
97.5%
96.9%

Studio/SRO
514
0
75
589
72
312
384
851
1,235
-75
1,749

1 Bdrm
836
15
146
997
229
312
541
587
1,128
-161
1,964

Nine months ending 12/31/2011
Property
Revenue
Public Housing
Affordable Owned
Tax Credit Partnerships

$250.38
$594.66
$542.19

Subsidy
Revenue
$353.58
$208.34
$56.26

Total
Revenue
$603.96
$803.00
$598.44

Operating
Expense
w/o HMF
$501.17
$489.02
$364.01

4 Bdrm
10
0
48
58
0
14
14
145
159
-48
169

Fiscal YTD ending 12/31/2011

Per Unit Per Month

Financial

2 Bdrm
348
40
126
514
104
413
517
456
973
-166
1,321

Unit Mix
3 Bdrm
291
10
70
371
91
153
244
230
474
-80
765

HAP
Management
Fees (HMF)
$94.62
$9.20
$13.83

NOI
$8.18
$304.78
$220.61

# of Properties/units Positive # of Properties/units Negative
Net Operating Income (NOI)
Net Operating Income (NOI)

Properties
19
17
20

Units
1,013
1,700
2,286

Properties
19
0
0

Units
986

5+ Bdrm
0
0
7
7
0
0
0
17
17
-7
17

Total
1,999
65
472
2,536
496
1,204
1,700
2,286
3,986
-537
5,985

12/31/11
# of
# of
Properties
Properties not
meeting Debt
meeting DCR
Coverage
10
11

3
6

# of
Properties
DCR Not
Applicable
4
3

Public Housing Demographics

Public Housing Residents
0 to 10% MFI
11 to 20%
21 to 30%
31 to 50%
51 to 80%
Over 80%
All
Waiting List
0 to 10% MFI
11 to 20%
21 to 30%
31 to 50%
51 to 80%
Over 80%
All

# of
Households
496
1,098
485
227
59
6
2,371

Households
% of
Average
Households
Family Size
20.9%
2.2
46.3%
1.6
20.5%
1.8
9.6%
2.2
2.5%
2.6
0.3%
2.2
100.0%
1.9

Average Unit
Size
1.8
1.4
1.5
1.7
2.0
1.7
1.5

Adults no
Children
10.5%
36.9%
14.7%
5.4%
1.3%
0.1%
69.0%

% Family Type (head of household)
Family with
Elderly
Disabled
Children
Not Elderly
10.4%
0.4%
6.7%
9.4%
12.1%
25.3%
5.7%
6.6%
8.8%
4.1%
2.7%
2.6%
1.1%
0.2%
0.5%
0.2%
0.0%
0.0%
31.0%
22.1%
43.9%

Black African
American
6.1%
10.9%
4.4%
2.7%
0.9%
0.1%
25.1%

White
9.5%
28.1%
12.9%
4.8%
0.7%
0.1%
56.0%

Race % (head of household)
Native
Hawaiian/
Asian
American
Pacific Islnd
0.7%
0.2%
0.3%
1.9%
1.9%
0.3%
0.6%
0.8%
0.2%
0.4%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
3.6%
3.2%
1.0%

Hispanic/ Latino
4.1%
3.2%
1.6%
1.5%
0.6%
0.0%
11.1%
Not Reported

20
2
777
397
55
3
1,254

90.9%
9.1%
12.7%
6.5%
0.9%
0.0%
120.2%

2.6
2.0
2.5
2.5
2.1
1.7
2.5

2.3
2.0
1.7
1.8
1.7
1.3
1.8

4.5%
0.0%
0.8%
0.6%
0.1%
0.0%
6.1%

9.1%
0.0%
3.9%
1.4%
0.2%
0.0%
14.6%

40.9%
22.7%
0.0%
4.5%
4.5%
0.0%
4.0%
6.1%
0.3%
2.5%
2.5%
0.3%
0.4%
0.4%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
52.3%
36.2%
0.6%
* Race and enthnicity are not required fields on the

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.0%
0.1%
0.4%
0.1%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.5%
0.2%
Waitlist Application in Yardi

0.0%
0.0%
1.0%
0.6%
0.1%
0.0%
1.7%

27.3%
0.0%
0.2%
0.2%
0.0%
0.0%
27.7%

Other Activity
#'s,days,hrs
Public Housing
Names pulled from Wait List
Denials
New rentals
Vacates
Evictions
# of work orders received
# of work orders completed
Average days to respond
# of work orders emergency
Average response hrs (emergency)

103
9
34
50
1
1,406
1,189
11.4
1
8
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Home Forward - Dashboard Report For February of 2012
Rent Assistance Performance Measures
Utilization and Activity

Tenant Based Vouchers
Project Based Vouchers
SRO/Mod Vouchers
All Vouchers

Vouchers
Available
6,753
1,356
512
8,621

Vouchers
Paid
6,498
1,318
477
8,293

Current Month Status
HUD Subsidy
Average
Utilization
Voucher
Over(Under)
Percentage
Cost
Utilized
96%
$590
-$220,140
97%
$597
-$26,342
93%
$417
96%
$581
-$246,483

Current Month Activity
Remaining
Waiting List
Size
975

Waiting List
Names
Pulled
17

New Vouchers
Leased
24
7
14
45

Calendar Year To Date

Vouchers
Terminated
27
14
15
56

Voucher
Inspections
Completed
608
39
20
667

Average
Voucher
Cost
$604
$556
$418
$586

HUD Subsidy
Over(Under)
Utilized
-$466,829
-$164,971
$1,208
-$630,592

Utilization
Percentage
94%
97%
94%
94%

Black

White

Native

Asian

Hawaiian/

Hispanic

3.6%
10.7%
11.8%
8.4%
1.8%
0.1%
36.5%

3.9%
16.2%
18.3%
9.6%
1.4%
0.1%
49.5%

0.2%
1.2%
0.9%
0.3%
0.1%
0.0%
2.7%

0.2%
2.1%
1.9%
1.4%
0.1%
0.0%
5.8%

0.1%
0.2%
0.2%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.6%

0.3%
1.4%
1.8%
1.2%
0.2%
0.0%
4.9%

New Vouchers
Leased
52
26
27
105

Vouchers
Terminated
61
26
31
118

Demographics

Tenant Based Voucher Participants
0 to 10% MFI
11 to 20%
21 to 30%
31 to 50%
51 to 80%
Over 80%
All
Waiting List
0 to 10% MFI
11 to 20%
21 to 30%
31 to 50%
51 to 80%
Over 80%
All

# of
Households
508
1,939
2,129
1,285
225
20
6,106

Households
% of
Average
Households
Family Size
8.3%
1.6
31.8%
1.7
34.9%
2.4
21.0%
3.2
3.7%
3.9
0.3%
4.0
100.0%
2.4

Average Unit
Size
1.7
1.9
2.2
2.6
2.9
3.0
2.2

Adults no
Children
6.3%
21.0%
18.5%
6.2%
0.8%
0.1%
53.0%

% Family Type (head of household)
Family with
Elderly
Disabled
Children
Not Elderly
2.0%
0.3%
0.5%
10.7%
7.4%
11.9%
16.4%
7.7%
12.8%
14.8%
3.1%
4.9%
2.9%
0.2%
0.5%
0.2%
0.1%
0.0%
47.0%
18.8%
30.7%

Race % (head of household)

346
265
185
176
3

35.5%
27.2%
19.0%
18.1%
0.3%

2.3
2.0
2.4
2.5
3.0

1.2%
2.5%
3.7%
2.1%
0.0%

9.8%
12.9%
5.1%
4.3%
0.1%

17.1%
9.3%
5.5%
6.9%
0.1%

11.8%
13.9%
10.6%
8.5%
0.2%

1.7%
1.0%
0.5%
0.7%
0.0%

1.4%
1.5%
1.4%
0.8%
0.0%

0.5%
0.3%
0.1%
0.1%
0.0%

1.3%
0.6%
0.5%
0.6%
0.0%

Not Reported
1.5%
0.5%
0.4%
0.4%
0.0%

975

100.0%

2.3

9.4%

32.3%

38.9%

45.1%

3.9%

5.1%

1.0%

3.1%

2.9%

# Events

# Event
Attendees

130

2744

Escrow $
Forfeited

Avg Annual
Earned Income
Increase Over
Last Year

Short Term Rent Assistance

Shelter Plus Care
Short Term Rent Assistance

# of
Households
Participating
572
405

$ Amount of
Average Cost
Assistance
per Household
Provided
$324,036
$566
$234,667
$579

Resident Services
Resident Programs
Housing
Program
Served
Congregate Housing Services
* as of previous month

Resident Services Coordination

Public Housing

Public Housing

Households
Served/
Participants

Monthly
Funding
Amount

68

$81,048

# HH
Stabilized

# HH
Transitioned

126

0
0

# of
Participants

Escrow $
Held

# HH Enrolled
Community Supportive Services

GOALS Program

Public Housing
Section 8

Public Housing
Section 8

27
# in Self
Sufficiency
0
0

69
158
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$96,555
$493,818

Average Funds
per Participant
$1,192
Health and
Safety
Stabilized
364

Unduplicated
Number
Served
1954

18

Support
System
Enhanced
74

Escrow $
Disbursed

Terminations
or Exits

Crisis
Intervention

# In GOALS
0
0

New
Enrollees

# of
Graduates

1
0

0
4

$4,949
$49,467

1
0

$0
$0

$3,949
$656

80
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Home Forward - Dashboard Report For February of 2012
Agency Financial Summary
Nine months ending 12/31/2011

Month

Subsidy Revenue
Grant Revenue
Property Related Income
Development Fee Revenue
Other Revenue
Total Revenue
Housing Assistance Payments
Operating Expense
Depreciation
Total Expense
Operating Income
Other Income(Expense)
Capital Contributions
Increase(Decrease) Net Assets
Total Assets
Liquidity Reserves

Fiscal Year to
Date

Prior YTD

Increase
(Decrease)

$6,457,381
$455,793
$1,216,677
$0
$301,721
$8,431,572

$59,223,687
$7,559,903
$11,211,982
$185,368
$2,889,755
$81,070,695

$59,620,942
$7,763,951
$10,816,104
$3,149,865
$2,465,867
$83,823,503

($397,255)
($204,047)
$395,878
($2,964,497)
$423,889
($2,752,809)

$5,511,843
$3,221,240
$1,123,499
$9,856,582
-$1,425,010

$48,937,133
$30,006,636
$6,094,413
$85,038,182
-$3,967,488

$47,359,019
$28,682,293
$4,539,773
$80,581,086
$3,242,417

$1,578,114
$1,324,343
$1,554,640
$4,457,096
($7,209,905)

-$164,928
-$353,496
$691,468
$8,325,032
-$898,469
$4,004,049
$361,641,704 $361,641,704
$25,059,630 $28,981,437

$712,970 ($1,066,466)
$13,329,857 ($5,004,825)
$17,285,245 ($13,281,196)
$356,905,937 $4,735,767
$32,260,359 ($3,278,922)

Development/Community Revitalization
New Development / Revitalization
Bud Clark Commons *
Stephens Creek Crossing ***
Madrona Place **
Lifeworks Northwest

Units
130
122
45
29

Construction
Start
Nov-09
Aug-12
Oct-10
Apr-13

88
281
10
151
30
80
80
80
76
tbd

Jul-11
tbd
Oct-11
Apr-11
May-12
Dec-11
Jun-12
Nov-11
Feb-12
tbd

Capital Improvement
Ainsworth
Tower Trio (GMW)
Shrunk Tower - Window Replacement
FAM4
Dekum Court - Siding Replacement
Holgate House - Water Heater
Holgate House - Roof replacement
Holgate House - Emergency Generator
Rosenbaum - Kitchen Addition
Misc Upgrades

Construction
Current
Total
End
Phase
Cost
Post Construction $46,951,074
May-11
Pre Construction $52,779,058
Feb-14
Post Construction $4,566,487
Aug-11
Sep-14
Concept
$9,736,126

Cost Per
Unit
$361,162
$432,615
$101,477
$335,728

Post Construction $2,015,381
Concept
$38,528,000
Post Construction
$198,015
Construction
$5,772,365
Concept
$221,251
Preconstruction
$85,000
Concept
$182,457
Construction
$120,000
Predevelopment
$180,796
tbd
$452,200

$22,902
$137,110
$19,802
$38,228
$7,375
$1,063
$2,281
$1,500
$2,379

Nov-11
tbd
Dec-11
Jan-12
Sep-12
Feb-12
Aug-12
Dec-11
Apr-12
tbd

Legend
* Formerly known as Resource Access Center
** Formerly known as Jeanne Anne
*** Formerly known as Hillsdale Terrace
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RESOLUTIONS
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STAFF REPORT

To:

From:

Board of Commissioners

Date:

March 20, 2012

Ian Slingerland, Assistant Director
Rent Assistance

Subject:

Resolution 12-03-01

Jill Riddle, Director, Rent
Assistance

A resolution adopting revisions to the Action Plan for Home Forward’s HUD
funded Family Self-Sufficiency (FSS), Greater Opportunities to Advance Learn
and Succeed (GOALS) Program.
Recommendation
Staff recommends approval of Resolution 12-03-01 adopting the attached revised Action
Plan for the GOALS program.
Background
The GOALS program is one of several programs related to economic opportunity currently
administered by Home Forward in support of the Families Forward initiative. Since GOALS
is a HUD grant-funded program, we are required to adopt an Action Plan that establishes
policies for carrying out the program in a manner consistent with HUD requirements, as
well as local goals and objectives. We are revising this plan, which requires your approval
and adoption prior to submission to HUD.
The bulk of the revisions to the Action Plan are “housekeeping.” We purchased a model
Action Plan from Nan McKay and Associates and the plan you are being asked to adopt
incorporates our current policies and practices into the framework of that model template.
We use similar templates from Nan McKay and Associations for our Housing Choice
Voucher Administrative Plan and Public Housing Admissions and Continued Occupancy
Policies.
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In addition to adopting a new format, the revised Action Plan includes several shifts in
policy. These changes are identified in the attached table.
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RESOLUTION 12-03-01
ADOPTING REVISIONS TO THE ACTION PLAN FOR HOME FORWARD’S HUD
FUNDED FAMILY SELF SUFFICIENCY PROGRAM, GREATER OPPORTUNITIES TO
ADVANCE LEARN AND SUCCEED (GOALS)
WHEREAS, Home Forward has adopted an Action Plan establishing policies for carrying
out the GOALS program; and
WHEREAS, HUD requires changes to the Action Plan governing the GOALS program to be
adopted by Home Forward’s Board of Commissioners; and
WHEREAS, Home Forward wishes to revise the GOALS program Action Plan in order to
consolidate current policy and practice into a format consistent with the Administrative Plan
for the Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher program; and
WHEREAS, Home Forward wishes to revise the GOALS program Action Plan to incorporate
policy shifts designed to make the program more consistent and effective;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Commissioners of Home
Forward adopts the attached Action Plan and authorizes submission of this revised Action
Plan to HUD.
ADOPTED: MARCH 20, 2012
Attest:

Home Forward:

Steven D. Rudman, Secretary

James M. Smith, Treasurer
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FSS Action Plan Areas of Shift in Policy:
Current Status

Proposed Change

Rationale

Participant Selection, Motivational Screening:
Action plan describes orientation, but it is not
clearly identified as screening mechanism.

Once selected from the waitlist, Home Forward will screen
families for interest and motivation to participate in the FSS
program. Each family must attend a GOALS orientation
meeting and:

Motivational screening will support our ability to target GOALS resources
towards households most able to take advantage of them.

•

Register with WorkSource Portland Metro or document
current enrollment with Worksource Portland Metro, or

•

Attend a Home Forward approved financial literacy
training or document completion of a Home Forward
approved financial literacy training.

Reasonable accommodations will be made for individuals with
mobility, manual, sensory, speech impairments, mental, or
developmental disabilities. (Action plan Chapter 4-II).

Graduation Requirements, Suitable
Employment: Current Action Plan requires full
time employment (part time for participants with
disabilities) for 12-months prior to graduation
with opportunity for review by committee.

Head of Household must maintain suitable employment to
graduate.
Maintain employment means that the FSS head of household
will complete all of the obligations outlined in the individual
training and services plan in his or her contract of participation
(COP) and be employed full-time on the last effective day of the
COP; or, be employed part-time and enrolled, and participating
as agreed, in a part-time education or training program on the
last effective day of the COP. The PHA will require verification
of this employment or enrollment.

This language reflects HUD’s contract of participation and is broader/less
prescriptive than current language. Provides more flexibility to respond to
the unique circumstances of households and changes in employment
market.

Suitable employment is employment that is appropriate for the
head of household based on the skills, education, and job
training of the head of household. (Action Plan Chapter 5-I).
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FSS Action Plan Revisions 3/2012

Current Status

Proposed Change

Rationale

Graduation Requirements, Leaving Subsidy:
All Section 8 households enrolled after January
2007 must exit subsidy to graduate with
escrow.

Removes requirement that household exits subsidy to graduate
and receive escrow. (Action Plan Chapter 5).

Consistency in graduation policy will make program easier to administer.
Reality of labor market is such that many households can be successful in
program without earning income sufficient to leave assistance, particularly
single parent households and larger families.

Public Housing households enrolled between
January 2007 and January 2009 must exit
subsidy to graduate with escrow.

Increased rent contributions from GOALS households allow us to assist
more households even if GOALS households do not exit subsidy at
graduation.
Keeping employed households at PH sites can support the health PH
communities. Elimination of artificially low ceiling rents means households
will pay up to market rents as their income requires.

Escrow Calculation for Public Housing: Escrow
calculated using traditional method. Household
earns escrow based on increases in earned
income from time of enrollment.

Escrow is calculated using a strike point model. Rent is
calculated using MTW rent reform methodology.
(Action Plan Chapter 6-I)

We believe this escrow structure is more equitable to participants. Because
the amount of escrow accumulation under the traditional escrow model is
based on increases in earned income, the amount of escrow a household is
able to accumulate is driven largely by the amount of the household’s
earned income at enrollment. A household that enters the program without
employment income has the opportunity to accumulate a much greater
escrow than households that enter with employment income.
This proposed escrow structure is consistent with the escrow calculation
used for households participating in our MTW Opportunity Housing Initiative
(OHI) at OHI public housing communities. Operating two programs with
fundamentally similar goals and program elements that have such different
escrow structures is confusing for residents and administratively
burdensome.
Balances creation of asset development opportunities for FSS participants
with stewardship of public housing properties.
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FSS Action Plan Revisions 3/2012

Current Status

Proposed Change

Rationale

Participant Selection, Waitlist Preference: 33% of slots for
families that have completed “preparation program,” including
employment preparation, small business training,
apprenticeship programs, financial literacy courses.

Home Forward will provide a selection preference for 50%
percent of the slots for both public housing and HCV GOALS
participation to eligible families who have one or more family
members currently enrolled in or on the waiting list for FSSrelated service programs.

Updated waitlist policy has more clarity. New policy is more in
line with language of CFRs while still supporting selection of
households in a place to take advantage of
partnerships/support available through GOALS.

Priority preference for households participating in OHI at
Fairview Oaks. (Action Plan Chapter 4-II)

Interim Escrow Disbursement: Interim disbursements allowed
for: school tuition or expenses, job and job training expenses
including childcare and transportation (transportation limited to
$1000), emergency medical expenses, small business start up,
home ownership down payment, payment of past debt/school
loans

The PHA will disburse a portion of the FSS escrow account
funds before completion of the COP when the family has met
all its obligations under the COP to date, including the
completion of all ITSP interim goals and tasks to date, and:
•

Simplifies policy but ties it to individual training and service plan
goals and tasks.

Requested funds are needed in order to complete an
interim goal or task within the COP and are not ongoing
expenses.

OR
•

The family has demonstrated that the need for one-time
payment of otherwise ongoing expenses such as rent,
utilities, telephone, cell phone, pager, car payments, car
maintenance, insurance, or childcare is needed to
complete an interim goal, a final goal, or a task related to
such goals.

(Action Plan Chapter 6-I)
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FSS Action Plan Revisions 3/2012

STAFF REPORT

To:

Board of Commissioners

Date:

March 20, 2012

From:

Todd Salvo, Chief Financial Officer

Subject:

Resolution 12-03-02

The Board of Commissioners is requested to authorize the Executive Director and the
Chief Financial Officer with joint responsibility to establish and delegate signature
authority on all bank checking accounts, savings accounts, safekeeping agreements,
investment accounts, and borrowing agreements on behalf of Home Forward.
Recommendation
Staff recommends approval of resolution 12-03-02.
Background
Past practice has been to bring a resolution to the board upon each instance when an
individual staff member was added or removed from the authorized list of signors with our
banking/financial services providers. Such resolutions were then forwarded to the banks
for their records confirming proper authorization of such signors. These financial
institutions require that the customer’s established governance method is followed when
making changes in authorized signors on accounts held with the institution.
By providing the Executive Director and the Chief Financial Officer with the authority to
jointly designate staff and delegate signing authority for the various accounts and
agreements, changes in staff that require additions or deletions to such signing authority
can be accomplished expeditiously when personnel changes occur. Existing internal
control processes such as requiring two signatures on checks will continue. Additionally,
any addition or deletion of signors on accounts or agreements will require the approval of
both the Executive Director and Chief Financial Officer to ensure the initial level of internal
control.
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The positions that currently possess the authority to perform bank transaction in the
normal course of business (such as signing checks and opening and closing accounts)
are:
Executive Director
Deputy Executive Director
Director of Business Services

Chief Financial Officer
Controller

The positions that currently possess the authority to conduct business associated with
investments, safekeeping and borrowing are:
Executive Director
Deputy Executive Director

Chief Financial Officer
Controller

Upon approval of this resolution, any changes to the positions and/or individuals who
possess signing authority for banking activity will require the approval of both the Executive
Director and the Chief Financial Officer.
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RESOLUTION 12-03-02
AUTHORIZES UPDATING BANK TRANSACTION AUTHORITY AND SIGNATURE
RECORDS FOR HOME FORWARD BANKING RELATIONSHIPS
WHEREAS, Home Forward’s Board of Commissioners deems it necessary for the Agency
to open and maintain bank transaction accounts, savings accounts, investment accounts,
safekeeping accounts, and borrowing agreements with financial institutions that are
appropriately insured and in accordance with ORS Chapter 295; and,
WHEREAS, the Agency maintains checking and savings accounts for the purpose of
depositing and disbursing funds and for investment; investment accounts for the purpose
of investing funds; safekeeping accounts for the purpose of holding investments and
collateral; and borrowing agreements for the purpose of funding projects and,
WHEREAS, from time to time changes in the positions and/or individuals who hold such
positions require updating bank records with the then-current authority levels for such staff
to conduct banking transactions,
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the Board of Commissioners for Home
Forward that authorization is granted to the Executive Director and the Chief Financial
Officer to jointly delegate the authority to staff members who will then be authorized to
perform all bank transactions necessary in the normal course of business, including but
not limited to: opening and closing accounts, signing of checks, endorsement of checks
and drafts payable to the Agency and its operating entities, ordering of wire transfers on
behalf of the Agency and its operating entities, certification of Tax Identification Numbers
associated with the accounts, conduct the business of investment, safekeeping, and
borrowing on behalf of Home Forward.
This resolution shall be effective March 20, 2012, and shall remain in force until rescinded
or modified by a like resolution of the Board of Commissioners.
3
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the Board of Commissioners of Home
Forward, to direct staff to update banking records as required under this delegated
authority.
ADOPTED: MARCH 20, 2012
Attest:

Home Forward:

Steven D. Rudman, Secretary

James M. Smith, Treasurer
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STAFF REPORT

To:

From:

Board of Commissioners

Date:

March 20, 2012

Betty Dominguez,
Policy & Planning Program
Director

Subject:

Resolution 12-03-03

Authorization to submit a modification to the FY2013 Moving to Work (MTW) Annual
Plan to indicate changes to the public housing Family Self Sufficiency program.
Recommendation
Staff recommends approval of Resolution 12-03-03.
Request
The Board of Commissioners is requested to authorize staff to submit a modification to the
FY2013 Moving to Work (MTW) Annual Plan currently being reviewed by the Department
of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), to address changes to the public housing
Family Self Sufficiency program.
Background
The FY2013 MTW Annual Plan was submitted to HUD for review on February 10th, 2012.
Since then, staff have identified changes we would like to make to the Family Self
Sufficiency (FSS) program for public housing participants. Some of these changes require
use of the regulatory flexibility we have under MTW status, and as such, these changes
need to be identified in our MTW Plan. Changes that require MTW authority are using a
strike point 1escrow calculation for public housing participants in the FSS program,
1

In a strike point escrow system, participants begin accruing escrow when the amount they contribute
toward their rent reaches a certain level, known as the “strike point”. The amount contributed toward rent
is based on an income calculation, and tenant payments above the established strike point are deposited
in their escrow.
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calculating public housing FSS participants under the rent reform calculation, and allowing
households at Fairview to participate in the GOALS FSS program as a means to fulfill their
Opportunity Housing Initiative (OHI) obligations.
Since final approval of the FY2013 MTW Annual Plan is still pending with HUD, staff
propose modifying the Plan to include these items. The modification, which is attached,
will be submitted to HUD to be included in review and final approval of the full FY2013
MTW Annual Plan.
As is required, staff have made the modification a public document available on the Home
Forward website and published notice in the Oregonian of a public hearing to be held
before the Board of Commissioners on March 20, 2012.
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RESOLUTION 12-03-XX

RESOLUTION 12-03-03
RESOLUTION 12-03-03 AUTHORIZES HOME FORWARD STAFF TO SUBMIT TO
THE DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT (HUD) A
MODIFICATION TO THE FY2013 MOVING TO WORK (MTW) ANNUAL PLAN,
INDICATING CHANGES TO THE FAMILY SELF SUFFICIENCY PROGRAM FOR
PUBLIC HOUSING PARTICIPANTS
WHEREAS, Home Forward intends to make changes to the Family Self Sufficiency (FSS)
program for public housing participants; and
WHEREAS, certain aspects of these changes, including using a strike point escrow
calculation for public housing participants in the FSS program, including public housing
FSS participants under the rent reform calculation, and allowing households at Fairview to
participate in the GOALS FSS program to fulfill their Opportunity Housing Initiative (OHI)
obligations require use of the regulatory flexibility we are afforded under our Moving to
Work status; and
WHEREAS, Home Forward desires to modify its FY2013 MTW Annual Plan to include said
changes to the FSS program for public housing participants; and
WHEREAS, on March 20, 2012, the Home Forward Board of Commissioners conducted
a public hearing on the draft modification to the FY2013 MTW Annual Plan; and
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the Board of Commissioners of Home
Forward that that the Chair of Home Forward is authorized to enter into and execute the
Modification to the FY2013 MTW Annual Plan with the Department of Housing and Urban
Development to indicate planned changes to the Family Self Sufficiency program for public
housing participants.
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ADOPTED: MARCH 20, 2012
Attest:

Home Forward:

Steven D. Rudman, Secretary

James M. Smith, Treasurer
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Modification to FY2013 MTW Plan
Home Forward has submitted its FY2013 MTW Plan to HUD, where it is currently being reviewed pending approval. Prior to approval, Home Forward
is submitting the following items for modification to the Plan. Upon approval, these items will be incorporated into Home Forward’s final FY2013 MTW
Plan.
Section V: Proposed MTW Activities
Home Forward is adding the following to its proposed activities for FY2013:
FY2013-P3: ALTERNATIVE ESCROW CALCULATION FOR PUBLIC HOUSING HOUSEHOLDS PARTICIPATING IN HUD’S FAMILY SELF
SUFFICIENCY PROGRAM (GOALS)
Background: Through HUD’s Family Self Sufficiency program, known as “GOALS” at Home
Forward, households have the opportunity to build assets through an escrow account. Home
Forward is proposing to change the way in which escrow is calculated for public housing
households participating in GOALS.
Currently, participating households accumulate escrow based on increases in earned income.
When a household’s rent increases (because of an increase in earned income), the increase in the
household’s payment does not go to Home Forward as “rent”, but is instead captured in an escrow
account. The participating household collects the funds accumulated in that escrow account upon
graduation from the GOALS program.
We are proposing to use a “strike point” model for determining escrow accumulation for public
housing households participating in GOALS. Under this model, participating households will only
begin to accumulate escrow when their contribution to rent equals $350 (the strike point). After a
household reaches this strike point, if there is an increase in the household’s rent, that increase
above the $350 strike point would be captured in the household’s escrow account.

MTW authorization:
Attachment C, Section E –
Family Self Sufficiency Programs
Statutory objective:
Give incentives to families with children
where the head of household is working, is
seeking work, or is preparing for work by
participating in job training, educational
programs, or programs that assist people
to obtain employment and become
economically self-sufficient

This proposed escrow structure is consistent with the escrow calculation used for households participating in our Opportunity Housing Initiative (OHI)
program (see Activity FY2013-O2). Operating two fundamentally similar programs with such different escrow structures is confusing for residents and
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burdensome for staff to administrate. Consolidating the escrow structure will reduce confusion for residents and staff and support more consistent
and effective recruitment across our public housing portfolio.
We believe this escrow structure will be more equitable to participants. Under the traditional escrow model, the amount of escrow a household is able
to accumulate is driven largely by the household’s earned income at enrollment. A household entering the program without employment income has
the opportunity to accumulate a much greater escrow than households entering the program with employment income. This inequity creates a
disincentive for working households to participate in the GOALS program and limits participation among working households that could benefit from
this program designed to support a household’s movement out of poverty.
With a strike point model, households that begin program participate with sufficient income to meet the strike point will begin to build assets through
escrow immediately. This will encourage participation among working households who would not have earned escrow under the traditional model until
there was an increase in earned income. Encouraging working households to participate will enable us to expand enrollment and connect more
working households with resources to support their continued movement to economic independence.
Use of MTW Authority and Impact on Statutory Objective(s): This activity uses an alternative method – a strike point model – to calculate escrow for
public housing participants in HUD’s traditional Family Self Sufficiency program. This change will make the program more equitable, will encourage
households with earned income to enroll in the program, and will enable Home Forward to serve a greater number of households with the GOALS
program.
Proposed baselines, benchmarks, and metrics:
Impact
Increase in public housing
households enrolled in the GOALS
program

Metric
Number of public housing
households enrolled in GOALS

Baseline
Currently there are 72 public
housing households enrolled in
GOALS

Benchmark
By 2014, there will be 130 public
housing households enrolled in
GOALS

Increase in public housing
households with earned income at
entry to GOALS program

Portion of public housing
households with earned income at
entry to the GOALS program

Currently, 42% of public housing
households have earned income at
entry to the GOALS program

By 2014, 60% of public housing
households will have earned
income at entry to the GOALS
program

Data collection process: Home Forward tracks GOALS participants, their income, and escrow accumulations through our YARDI database system.
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Section VI: Ongoing MTW Activities
FY2013-O1: RENT REFORM
We are replacing the statement “Rent for FSS participants will continue to use the current rent calculation” (found on page 16) with the following:
• Section 8 FSS (Family Self-Sufficiency) participants will continue to use the current rent calculation. Public housing FSS participants will be included
in the rent reform calculation. There are currently 72 public housing households participating in the HUD FSS program at Home Forward. We have
received approval from HUD’s Office of Public Housing, Resident Opportunities and Self Sufficiency to implement rent reform for public housing
households participating in the HUD FSS program at Home Forward.

FY2013-O2: OPPORTUNITY HOUSING INITIATIVE
We are now allowing households at Fairview Oaks to meet their OHI obligations by participating in the GOALS family self-sufficiency program.
Therefore, we’re adding the following statement to the description of the Fairview Oaks program (addition indicated in italics):
• At Fairview, participation in OHI is required of all families receiving public housing subsidy. Families have the option of meeting their OHI obligations
by participating in the GOALS program. These households must meet the graduation requirements of the GOALS program to receive escrow.
However, families choosing to participate in the GOALS program will not be required to give up their housing subsidy in order to receive their accrued
savings.
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STAFF REPORT

To:

From:

Board of Commissioners

Date:

March 20, 2012

Jerry Walker, Program Director for
Economic Equity

Subject:

Resolution 12-03-04

This resolution authorizes the adoption of the revised Economic Equity Policy. The
proposed policy confirms our commitment to target business participation and
diversity in the workforce. It also provides a greater emphasis on economic
opportunities for residents and participants through a more robust Section 3 effort.
Recommendation
Staff recommends approval of Resolution 12-03-04.
This Economic Equity Policy replaces our existing Economic Participation policy, adopted
by Resolution 06-10-06 to promote increased economic participation of target businesses
(certified disadvantaged businesses, minority-owned businesses, women-owned
businesses and emerging small businesses). This policy also authorizes Home Forward to
utilize the City of Portland’s workforce training and hiring program on construction
projects. The previous policy did not address Section 3 of the HUD Act of 1968, which
requires us to maximize educational, employment and contracting opportunities for
residents and participants on contracts that contain HUD funds.
Background
In October 2006, Resolution 06-10-06 was approved by the Board of Commissioners,
creating the existing Economic Participation Policy. This policy was designed to remedy
problems encountered under the Equal Opportunity in Public Contracting Policy adopted
in 2002, by re-establishing and refining programs that had been eliminated. Specifically,
the policy approved a select bidding process that included the City of Portland’s Sheltered
Market Program, as well as all state certified target businesses, as a first source on
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projects valued at less than $100,000. The success achieved by Walsh Construction on
New Columbia supported this new model for increased economic participation. By
adopting the October 2006 resolution, problems encountered in the prior Good Faith Effort
model were eliminated with the new policy’s clarification and less stringent documentation
submittals.
While the October 2006 policy has been successfully incorporated into our business
operations, it does not include a robust effort to comply with Section 3 of the HUD Act of
1968, as amended in 1994. The requirements of Section 3 compel Home Forward to
ensure that employment, training, contracting and other economic opportunities generated
by HUD financial assistance shall, to the greatest extent feasible, be directed to low and
very low income persons, particularly public housing residents and to businesses which
provide economic opportunities to low and vey-low income persons. The revised policy
adds these components, but does not substantively change aspects of the policy
previously adopted by the board.
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RESOLUTION 12-03-04
AUTHORIZES THE ADOPTION OF THE REVISED ECONOMIC EQUITY POLICY
WHEREAS, Home Forward is committed to the principles of increasing economic
participation of target businesses in contracting; and
WHEREAS, Home Forward is committed to workforce training and hiring programs that
result in workforce diversity; and
WHEREAS, Home Forward is required to comply with Section 3 of the HUD Act of 1968
as amended in 1994; and
WHEREAS, historical outreach efforts have been analyzed and incorporated in order to
refine and strengthen the current economic participation in contracting policy; and
WHEREAS, the proposed amended policy is in compliance with applicable federal, state,
and local laws;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Commissioners of Home
Forward adopts the revised and renamed Economic Equity Policy.
ADOPTED: MARCH 20, 2012
Attest:

Home Forward:

_______________________________
Steven D. Rudman, Secretary

________________________________
James M. Smith, Treasurer
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Home Forward
Economic Equity Policy

PURPOSE
This policy describes how Home Forward will promote economic opportunities to
public housing residents, participants of our Housing Choice Voucher program,
Target Businesses1, and low and very-low income persons living in the Portland
metropolitan area.
POLICY COMPONENTS
1. CONTRACTING
Home Forward aspires to achieve an annual overall goal of twenty percent (20%)
participation of Target Businesses and, when HUD funds are used, ten (10%)
participation of Section 32 Businesses on construction and professional service
contracts.
For contracts having a dollar value of $5,000 to $100,000, Target Businesses and
firms certified by the City of Portland as Section 3 Businesses (including resident
owned businesses) will be considered as the first source for construction and
professional service contracts where three or more of these firms are available and
qualified to do the work.
1
Target Businesses: Businesses certified as minority-owned businesses (MBE), woman-owned
businesses (WBE) and emerging small businesses (ESB) through the office of Office of Minority Women
and Emerging Small Businesses (OMWESB).
2

Section 3: Section 3 of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968 requires that organizations
receiving funding from the U.S. Housing and Urban Development (HUD) provide, to the greatest extent
feasible, employment and training opportunities for low-income residents of the community. Eligible
residents include those participating in public housing and Section 8 programs, as well as other residents of
the Portland metropolitan area who meet the Section 3 income qualifications (below 80% median income
based on household size).
1
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For contracts having a dollar value of $100,000 - $200,000, Home Forward, at its
option, may identify certain projects, contracts or subcontracts which it will allow
participating Section 3 and Target Businesses to compete among themselves,
provided there are three or more firms available and qualified to do the work.
2. WORKFORCE HIRING AND TRAINING
Home Forward will utilize the City of Portland’s workforce hiring and training
program on all construction projects in excess of $200,000 (and sub-contracts in
excess of $100,000). This program requires contractors to ensure that a minimum
of twenty percent (20%) of labor hours in each apprenticeable trade are worked by
state-registered apprentices.
Home Forward’s residents and program participants and Bureau of Labor and
Industry (BOLI) approved Pre-apprenticeship Program graduates will be given first
opportunity to be sponsored into a state registered apprenticeship program
whenever Contractors cannot secure apprentices through their affiliated
apprenticeship programs.
3. EMPLOYMENT
Home Forward is committed to hiring Section 3 employees, including residents and
participants who meet the recruitment qualifications for positions at Home Forward.
We are committed to ensuring that 30% of new hires are Section 3, as required by
HUD.
4. COMPLIANCE AND REPORTING
Home Forward will establish auditing and reporting procedures to ensure that the
aspirational goals for target business participation and the required HUD goals for
Section 3 hiring are met. Procurement and Contracts will prepare and present an
annual report to the Executive Director, Board of Commissioners, and HUD as
required.
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STAFF REPORT

To:

From:

Board of Commissioners
Todd Salvo, Chief Financial
Officer

Date:

Subject:

March 20, 2012
Resolution12-03-05

The Board of Commissioners is requested to approve Home Forward’s fiscal year
2013 budget which begins on April 1, 2012 and ends on March 31, 2013.
Recommendation
Staff recommends approval of Resolution 12-03-05.
Background
On March 7, 2012, a draft of this budget was presented to the Board Audit and Finance
Committee.
The fiscal year 2013 budget has been prepared with the knowledge that major
components of the federal subsidies that support the administration of the Agency’s Public
Housing and Section 8 programs will, for the second year in a row, be reduced. The
magnitude of the subsidy decline has required staff to reduce administrative costs across
the Agency by approximately $1 million as reflected in the proposed budget. These
budgeted expense reductions will offset a considerable portion of the subsidy reductions
but will not completely mitigate the revenue reduction.
The proposed budget relies on excess operating cash flow generated from fiscal year
2011 to fund the remaining shortfall for fiscal year 2013. Additional actions not currently
represented in the proposed budget will be required during the year to, albeit difficult,
improve revenue generation and further reduce operating expense in order to ensure that
the Agency enters fiscal year 2014 without an operating cash flow deficit for the programs
administered.
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In spite of the difficulty presented by these subsidy reductions effecting Agency operating
costs, staff will continue to advance our mission on a number of fronts. Contrary to those
elements of our subsidy that are declining, Section 8 voucher funding will be increasing in
fiscal year 2013. This condition coupled with our Moving To Work (MTW) flexibility allows
for the continued focus of a number of MTW initiatives that support the Strategic
Directions adopted by the Board in 2010.
Budget Implications and Financial Impact on Home Forward
Total budgeted revenue is projected to be $108.8 million; operating expense is anticipated
to be $117.8 million producing an operating loss of $9 million. Agency operating cash
flow, excluding the effects of the Development department, will net to a deficit of
$830,000. This deficit will be funded from reserves produced from surplus operating cash
flow produced in fiscal year 2011.
Risks and Opportunities
The exact amounts of federal funding for the fiscal year will likely not be known until after
the start of our fiscal year. While we are confident that the order of magnitude is accurate,
we may see some subsidy components modestly different than amounts included in the
budget.
Given the longer term federal funding outlook, which does not seem promising, the
Agency will be required to take additional steps during the coming fiscal year to bring
costs in line with revenue.
Rent reform will be implemented in the first month (April, 2012) of the budget year. We
have included the estimated impacts from this initiative in the budget. Actual results will be
monitored during the year and compared to those estimates.
The Agency has submitted an application to HUD for the disposition of 1,255 public
housing units. Disposition is a technical designation that allows the Agency to request
Section 8 vouchers, which would then replace the existing Public Housing subsidy and
allow for additional financing arrangements providing for the substantial rehabilitation and
preservations of these units. The budget does not include the effects of this activity as
approval continues to be under HUD consideration.
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Operational Implications
The budget will provide the guidance and control necessary to manage Agency operations
to the financial performance levels indicated in the proposed budget.
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RESOLUTION 12-03-05
A RESOLUTION APPROVING AND ADOPTING HOME FORWARD’S BUDGET FOR
THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING MARCH 31, 2013
WHEREAS, Home Forward is committed to the maintaining high standards relating to the
management of fiscal resources and the stewardship of public funds and assets;
WHEREAS, the staff of Home Forward has carefully and thoughtfully prepared the fiscal
year 2013 budget to administer the programs and accomplish the objectives of the
Agency for the period beginning April 1, 2012 and ending March 31, 2013;
WHEREAS, the budget identifies expected sources of revenue and funds held in reserves
which are sufficient to cover planned expenditures for the fiscal year, and;
WHEREAS, the Board of Commissioners has reviewed the budget and inquired with staff
on the various aspects and components of the budget;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, the Board of Commissioners of Home Forward
approves the budget as submitted for the fiscal year ending March 31, 2013.
ADOPTED: MARCH 20, 2012
Attest:

Home Forward:

_______________________________
Steven D. Rudman, Secretary

________________________________
James M. Smith, Treasurer
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STAFF REPORT

To:

From:

Board of Commissioners

Date:

March 20, 2012

Jill Riddle, Director of Rent
Assistance

Subject:

Resolution 12-03-06

Authorization to make adjustments to payment standards and the Administrative Plan.
Recommendations
Staff recommends increasing Payment Standards for one and two bedroom units in
designated higher cost areas within Multnomah County effective 04-01-2012. Staff
additionally recommends changing the Administrative Plan allowing voucher holders the
option to enter into a 6 month lease when necessary to access a rental unit in a
neighborhood of their choice.
Issue
Housing Authorities are allowed per HUD regulation to establish Payment Standards within
the range of 90 – 110% of HUD established Fair Market Rents. These standards should
be established to enable voucher recipients to access rental units throughout our
authorized jurisdiction. Rising market costs and low vacancy rates are making it difficult to
access rental units in downtown, Northwest Portland, inner and central Northeast Portland
and inner and central Southeast Portland. Rental and vacancy rates are determined
based upon the semi-annual apartment report published by the Metro Multifamily Housing
Association. Additionally, we have been informed that with a tightening rental market and
vacancy rates ranging from 2 to 4 % throughout the various neighborhoods, some
landlords are requiring a 6-month lease and will not accept the longer term lease normally
associated with the voucher program.
Raising payment standards will result in spending higher amounts of funding for
households choosing to rent in higher cost neighborhoods and could potentially impact
our ability to serve as many households over time. Internal analysis shows that over a
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three-year time frame the estimated cost impact of increased payment standards as
outlined above would result in an increase in Housing Assistance Payment by $1.3 million,
resulting in the potential of serving 182 fewer households by the end of year three following
implementation.

Downtown/NW Portland
1 Bedroom (Downtown)
1 Bedroom (Northwest)
2 Bedroom
Inner Central NE Portland
1 Bedroom
2 Bedroom
Inner Central SE Portland
1 Bedroom
2 Bedroom
Other Areas
1 Bedroom
2 Bedroom

Current Payment
Standard

Proposed Payment
Standard

Percentage of
HUD FMR

$799
$720
$832

$848
$848
$950

110%
110%
107%

$720
$832

$750
$950

97%
107%

$720
$832

$750
$950

97%
107%

$720
$832

$720
$832

93%
93%

Background
A survey conducted by PSU of Section 8 voucher holders using their voucher to lease a
unit over a recent seven month time period showed that the majority of households (70%)
were able to lease a unit in the neighborhood of their choice with current payment
standards. 28% of respondents who did not believe they were able to move into the
neighborhood of their choice cited the following reasons: a lack of available suitable units
in that neighborhood (28.3%) and a dislike of Section 8 recipients on the part of landlords
(28.3%), followed by the rent being too high (20.8%).
Increasing payment standards may not solve or fully address all of the problems related to
Section 8 voucher holders access to neighborhoods; it is, however, a tool available to us
that should be utilized and measured. Shorter term leases are also an option to be tried
and tested and are linked to the current market. This strategy will allow voucher recipients
more options and greater choice within the private market.
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RESOLUTION 12-03-06
Authorization to make adjustments to payment standards and the Administrative Plan.
WHEREAS, HUD authorizes Payment Standards be set within the range of 90 – 110% of
HUD established Fair Market Rents (FMR), and allows housing authorities to establish
different Payment Standards for designated areas within an authorized jurisdiction
depending upon the rental market;
WHEREAS, Home Forward seeks to increase choice and access for voucher holders to
rental units in higher cost areas within Multnomah County, and has identified these higher
cost areas as downtown, Northwest Portland, inner and central Northeast Portland and
inner and central Southeast Portland;
WHEREAS, Home Forward seeks to overcome the effects of rising market costs and low
vacancy rates that have made access to rental units in higher rent areas difficult for
voucher holders to access by establishing additional Payment Standards for 1- and 2bedroom units located in higher cost areas;
WHEREAS, Home Forward intends to allow voucher holders the option to enter into a 6month lease when necessary to access a rental unit in a neighborhood of their choice by
making changes to the Administrative Plan.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Commissioners of Home
Forward authorizes the Executive Director to amend the Administrative Plan to allow
shorter term lease options to voucher holders, and to establish additional higher Payment
Standards within the designated higher cost areas within Multnomah County effective April
1, 2012.
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ADOPTED: MARCH 20, 2012
Attest:

Home Forward:

__
Steven D. Rudman, Secretary

James M. Smith, Treasurer
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STAFF REPORT

To:

From:

Board of Commissioners

Date:

March 20, 2012

Mike Andrews, Director of
Development and Community
Revitalization

Subject:

Resolution 12-03-07

Lewis D. Lyles, Project Manager

The Board of Commissioners is requested to authorize Home Forward to enter into a
contract for construction of a community room and kitchen addition at The
Rosenbaum Plaza Apartments.
Recommendation
Staff recommends approval of Resolution 12-03-07.
Background
The Rosenbaum Plaza is a 5-story affordable housing property consisting of 76 apartment
units. The building was constructed in 1912 and is located in downtown Portland.
The purpose of the renovation is to provide a kitchen on the property to support the
Congregate Housing Services Program (CHSP), which helps seniors and adults with
disabilities to live independently. CHSP provides eight meals a week, case management
services, housekeeping, personal assistance, and trips to medical appointments and other
emergent needs. The congregate meal component of CHSP is germane to the program
as it reduces social isolation through communal meal times and activities that encourage
participants to gather together.
CHSP has been at public housing high rises since 1981. CHSP is currently managed by
Impact Northwest in cooperation with Home Forward and Multnomah County Aging &
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Disability Services. Its operations are funded by HUD and the Senior and Disabled
Services Division of Oregon.
When Home Forward decided to change the subsidy type for the public housing high rises
(our current disposition plan awaiting HUD’s approval) Home Forward recognized that the
conversion of these properties would cause them to be ineligible to host this program.
CHSP can only be run at certain multi-family section 8 and public housing properties.
Home Forward has received authorization from HUD to provide CHSP at any eligible
property site, which would be Rosenbaum Plaza, Unthank Plaza and Grace Peck after
conversion. The CHSP program is currently in place at Unthank Plaza and Grace Peck.
To allow for successful implementation of CHSP at The Rosenbaum Plaza, a kitchen and
community room need to be added to the property. The Rosenbaum Plaza currently
owns an empty commercial space next door to the resident lobby. The renovation will
combine the two spaces to create an ideal location and environment for CHSP.
Development and Community Revitalization staff, working with the support of Real Estate
Operations staff and Cundiff Engineering Consultants, developed plans and specifications
to convert the adjacent empty commercial space into a new community kitchen, resident
dining room and lounge. The agreed-to approach has a total budget of $181,082.
Funding Sources for this Project:
Money Market/Savings
Replacement Reserves
Operating Reserves
Aging at Home MIF1
Scattered Site Sales Proceeds
Unrestricted Cash Flow from Ainsworth Court

$49,676
$10,000 (balance $71,408)
$4,495
$35,000
$25,000
$56,911
$181,082

A bid solicitation was advertised in February of 2012 in the Daily Journal of Commerce and
the Portland Observer.
Home Forward received bids from nine firms on March 1, 2012. All bids were judged
responsive to the solicitation and the three lowest bids were within the pre-bid estimate of
$131,000 established for this project. Silco Commercial Construction, Inc., (Silco) is the
apparent low bidder, with a bid of $91,000. Its work plan includes 6% of the contract to
be performed by target businesses.
1

MIF: MTW Initiative Funds
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Risks and Opportunities
This project is starting construction within budgeted resources, and Home Forward has
reserved an owner’s contingency to account for unforeseen conditions in the amount not
to exceed $40,000.
The apparent low bidder, Silco submitted a bid 10% lower than that of the second lowest
bidder, which is within a normal bid spread range. Silco does not have a history with
Home Forward, so Development and Community Revitalization staff verified the
contractor’s recent work on similar projects. In all cases, Silco was shown to be a
responsible contractor and to have the infrastructure and personnel to perform the work.
Silco is not on the State of Oregon debarred list and has a good record related to integrity.
Home Forward’s resident communications staff will meet with residents prior to start of
work and provide service coordination during construction. Development and Community
Revitalization staff will monitor the contractor’s work schedules. Liquidated damages will
apply to the contractor if it does not meet schedule requirements.
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RESOLUTION 12-03-07
RESOLUTION 12-03-07 AUTHORIZES THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TO EXECUTE A
CONTRACT WITH SILCO COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION, INC., THE LOWEST
RESPONSIVE AND RESPONSIBLE BIDDER FOR A COMMUNITY KITCHEN ADDITION
AT ROSENBAUM PLAZA APARTMENTS
WHEREAS, Home Forward owns and operates The Rosenbaum Plaza Apartments, a 76unit affordable housing property; and
WHEREAS, Home Forward Development and Community Revitalization staff and Real
Estate Operations staff collaborated on a program intended to provide kitchen and
community space for the Congregate Housing Services Program (CHSP) at The
Rosenbaum Plaza, and
WHEREAS, Home Forward solicited, received, and opened bids for a community kitchen
addition at The Rosenbaum Plaza Apartments in compliance with its Public Contracting
Rules; and
WHEREAS, Home Forward staff reviewed bids to determine the lowest responsive and
responsible bidder, and the lowest responsive bid is within budgeted resources for this
work; and
WHEREAS, in accordance with Home Forward’s Public Contracting Rules, a contract
shall be awarded to the lowest responsive and responsible Bidder; and
WHEREAS, approval by the Board of Commissioners of Home Forward is required prior to
the execution of construction contracts exceeding $100,000, and
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Commissioners of Home
Forward hereby authorizes the Executive Director to execute a contract with Silco
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Commercial Construction, Inc., for a community kitchen addition at The Rosenbaum Plaza
Apartments in the total amount not to exceed $131,000, which includes the bid amount
and any contract amendments.

ADOPTED: MARCH 20, 2012
Attest:

Home Forward:

_______________________________
Steven D. Rudman, Secretary

________________________________
James M. Smith, Treasurer
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STAFF REPORT
To:

From:

Board of Commissioners

Date:

March 20, 2012

Mike Andrews, Director of
Development and Community
Revitalization

Subject:

Resolution 12-03-08

Theresa Auld, Finance Manager

Authorize execution of documents for Portland Housing Bureau’s Community
Development Block Grant funding for Stephens Creek Crossing.
Recommendation
The Board of Commissioners is specifically requested to approve a resolution authorizing
the Executive Director to execute documents with Portland Housing Bureau (“PHB”) for
Community Development Block Grant (“CDBG”) proceeds to support demolition of
Hillsdale Terrace and construction of public infrastructure for the Stephens Creek Crossing
development.
Staff recommends approval of Resolution 12-03-08.
Issue
Portland Housing Bureau has awarded $1.8 million of Community Development Block
Grant proceeds to support redevelopment of Hillsdale Terrace. These proceeds will fund
abatement and demolition of the Hillsdale Terrace buildings and construction of public
infrastructure work. CDBG funding requires a one-for-one replacement of the 60 units to
be demolished. PHB funding agreements will be established as an interim loan which will
convert to a grant when construction is completed on the 122 units for Stephens Creek
Crossing. This resolution authorizes the Executive Director to execute funding documents
that will include a loan agreement, promissory note and pledge of repayment if
replacement units are not completed by February 2014. The loan will convert to a grant in
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February 2014, after the replacement units have completed construction.
Background
Home Forward was awarded a $18.5 million HOPE VI Revitalization Grant for the Hillsdale
Terrace redevelopment on May 20, 2011, and executed the Grant Agreement on July 27,
2011. The new development, named Stephens Creek Crossing, contains an Early
Childhood Education Center, management offices, community spaces and 122 rental
housing units located in two LIHTC projects. The overall budget for Stephens Creek
Crossing is $52.8 million including $30.35 million budget for construction and demolition
contracts. The budget for abatement, demolition and public infrastructure is $1,944,825.
The Board of Commissioners has recently approved a resolution for an aggregate of
$1,064,526 for contract modification(s) to support abatement and demolition. Home
Forward estimates public infrastructure costs at $625,290. The public infrastructure work
is scheduled to start later this spring. The CDBG proceeds will support most of these
costs and will be supplemented with Public Housing Preservation Initiative (“PHPI”)
proceeds and HUD HOPE VI proceeds.
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RESOLUTION 12-03-08
A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TO EXECUTE
DOCUMENTS WITH PORTLAND HOUSING BUREAU (“PHB”) FOR COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT PROCEEDS TO SUPPORT DEMOLITION OF
HILLSDALE TERRACE AND CONSTRUCTION OF PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE FOR
THE STEPHENS CREEK CROSSING DEVELOPMENT
WHEREAS, Home Forward (also known as the Housing Authority of Portland) is a public
body corporate and politic of the State of Oregon and is empowered by ORS 456.005 to
456.725 (”Housing Authority Laws”) to purchase any real property and to accept grants from
any source public or private for the purpose of developing a housing project; and
WHEREAS, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (“HUD”) awarded a
HOPE VI grant in the amount of $18.5 million to Home Forward for the revitalization of
Hillsdale Terrace on May 20, 2011; and
WHEREAS, Home Forward stands ready to proceed by having the capacity, experience and
ability to complete the successful development of Stephens Creek Crossing; and
WHEREAS, Section 456.135 of the Oregon Revised Statutes provides that an authority may
delegate to one or more of its agents or employees such powers or duties as it deems
proper;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Commissioners of Home
Forward authorizes and directs the Executive Director to execute documents for Community
Development Block Grant funding to support demolition of Hillsdale Terrace and construction
of public infrastructure for the Stephens Creek Crossing development.
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ADOPTED: MARCH 20, 2012
Attest:

Home Forward:

Steven D. Rudman, Secretary

James M. Smith, Treasurer
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